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Aboriginal communities, who value the high

positioning of appropriate day visitor

with key stakeholders and the consultants’ initial

facilities.

review process. This ‘brand’ will be applied to

country for its spiritual and cultural importance,
and the more recent history of settlement,

The primary study area for the work

as many aspects of the project as appropriate

grazing, mining, hydro-electric power

incorporated the Bogong High Plains Road from

and reflect the place the Bogong High Plains

development, forestry, recreation, tourism,

the western end of Rocky Valley Dam through to

Road has in this unique physical and cultural

conservation and fire.

Trapyard Gap – Alpine National Park.

landscape.

This complex history and heritage, combined

In this area there were eight specific Visitor

A key part of the strategy will be the attention

with the natural beauty and ecological

Nodes to consider: Rocky Valley Dam; Ropers

given to a consistent ‘look and feel’ of all

significance, and current recreational

Lookout Trailhead; Fishermans Point; Watchbed

signs (regardless of size/location) in order to

opportunities on the high plains will provide

Creek; Wallace Hut; Cope Hut; Mt Cope and

reinforce the overarching ‘brand’. Thus the next

the key themes for interpretation, and drive the

Trapyard Gap.

section of the strategy will define the format

selection and placement of appropriate facilities.
In March 2009, Parks Victoria engaged Charles
Walsh Nature Tourism Services to:
•

the opportunities to enjoy an experience that

Parks Victoria 2009

townships of Mt Beauty and Omeo
•

‘Sense of Arrival’ to the Bogong High Plains
at Rocky Valley Dam Visitor Site and Trapyard
Gap Visitor Site.
•
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design Directional, Trailhead, Risk/Advisory
and Interpretive signage for key locations

•

design Information facilities, picnic facilities
and a toilet facility at key sites

•

project manage selection of best value
production method for all signage – provide

The Victorian high country has a complex history

2

design unique Entry, Directional and
Interpretive signage which provides a grand

reflects that status.

and cultural heritage.

design Orientation signage that sets a
‘Sense of Expectation’ leading up from the

Mt Hotham, the sealing of this section of the
Bogong High Plains Road will make this great
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precincts. This derives from both consultation

Combined with the Great Alpine Road over
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designated visitor site which detail
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This derives from the long association of

•

The Study Area also included key sites for
signage along the Bogong High Plains Rd and
Omeo Highway – broadly these were proposed

of each category and aim to present a suite of
sign ‘templates’ that are obviously part of the
Bogong High Plains Road experience (logos,
colour palette, etc).

as:
1. Leaving Mt Beauty on the Bogong High
Plains Rd
2. At Falls Creek Alpine Resort on the Bogong
High Plains Rd, and
3. Leaving Omeo on the Omeo Highway.
In responding to this brief, Nature Tourism
Services proposed to develop a specific ‘Signage

Drafting content for each sign is the next
stage. This task is now greatly simplified as sign
locations, key themes/messages, and templates
have been defined and, in a sense, determine
content as the template will require that the key
themes/messages/images are developed to fit
the available space.

Strategy’ throughout the project which, at the

This ‘template’ approach also facilitates

same time as documenting progress, would

concurrent development of content and

be used to guide future signage works in the

fabrication specifications. This progression

greater area. This strategy hence addresses this

will lead to a complete ‘Bogong High Plains

issue.

Road Signage Strategy’ as the project nears

to Parks Victoria 3 or more quotations from

The first section of the strategy defines the

suppliers for manufacture

‘brand’ and key themes/messages for both the

provide Conceptual Plans for each

totality of the road experience and the visitor

completion – a strategy that will live beyond the
project and, hopeful, assist with future work.

1.1

MAJOR / MINOR VISITOR

NODES
It is important that the project establish a
simple model for the overall signage ensemble
associated with the road at the outset of its
operations. This is in keeping with the approach
of building a signage strategy with a “whole of
road” context as a key outcome of this project.
This section defines the key elements of this
model.

section 1:

MA JOR NODES

defining project

TAWONGA GAP

1. GATEWAY SIGNAGE ON THE ROAD UP

A major signage installation in reasonably close
proximity to the junction of Tawonga Gap Road

components, themes

and The Great Alpine Road could have a double
sided value of welcoming people travelling
towards Mt Beauty to the Bogong High Plains

and strategic

Circuit. For those travelling from the Kiewa
Valley it could welcome them to the Great

considerations

Alpine Road. Resolution of this issue needs to
be undertaken as part of the overall signage
review of the Great Alpine Road currently being
undertaken by Tourism Victoria and the GAR.
2. THE LOOKOUT ON TAWONGA GAP
(N.B. not part of current project)
This venue with its established lookout platform
and absence of orientation or interpretation
signage has great potential to be turned into
a major node along the high plains circuit.
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Addressing this potential however lies outside

major opportunity for a gateway sign exists

Heritage Trail. The theme of the site is that of

the scope of the current project.

in the open cleared area at the junction of the

high country pathways – the overlapping tracks

3. MT BEAUTY VISITOR CENTRE

Fainter Falls Track just beyond Bogong village.

of the many different people who have crossed

(N.B. not part of current project)

This has good visual catchment plus an easy pull

the high country. Themes include: indigenous

over option. Additional orientation information

use, grazing, hydro, recreation, mining and

could profitably be installed in associated with

conservation. Facilities on site will include a toilet

the dominant gateway signage. This will have

and picnic area / information ensemble.

the additional benefit of featuring the site as a

7. TRAPYARD GAP

stop off point and increase uptake of the track

This point at which the road is closed in winter

to Fainter Falls. Additional negotiation and

makes it a major winter trackhead. For summer

liaison with Vicroads is necessary to progress

travel it is a gateway to the high plains for those

this option which lies outside the scope of the

travelling from the east. Accordingly it needs to

current project.

help people travelling from Omeo anticipate the

5. ROCKY VALLEY DAM MAJOR NODE

changes that will unfold as they move on past

The major viewing area, pull in bay overlooking

this point. They also need to be informed of the

Rocky Valley Dam is in effect the gateway to the

highlights to explore up on the high plains - in

High Plains proper for visitors travelling from the

particular Wallaces Heritage Trail and Falls Creek.

east. It also represents a major picnic area / toilet

8. HIGH PLAINS ROAD JUNCTION

facility along the road. Signage in this site will

For travellers along the Omeo Highway this

have a major general orientation role to play as

junction is a major point to reach. In particular

well as focussing on the overall landscape that

the winding road along the section from Anglers

people are seeing for the first time. Signage

Rest makes for tiring driving and arriving at this

here also needs to encourage visitors to travel

point is a major milestone in a trip from the

slowly across the high plains and to experience

east. This fact needs to be celebrated at the

the full range of things on offer.

start of the Bogong High Plains Road. For those

Discussions with Mt Beauty visitor centre should
commence with a view to establish a major
regional touring map and associated information
about the high plains circuit in the centre. It may
be possible to introduce such information as a
major after hours / entry signage feature on the
right of the walkway as people enter the centre
from the main road.
3a MAJOR WELCOME SIGN / PARK ENTRY
SIGN
Some 1km beyond Mt Beauty there is a major
signage node point along the road with a range
of advisory information currently displayed. This
node is in need of rationalisation and upgrading
and Vicroads have a three year plan just
commencing to deal with issues such as these.
Incorporating a welcome to the Bogong Alpine
Way message at this point needs to be done as
part of the overall review process.
4. FAINTER FALLS GATEWAY SIGNAGE
(N.B. not part of current project)

Part of this approach will recommend taking

travelling from the north, the reverse side of the

Beyond Mt Beauty the route quickly becomes a

advantage of Falls Creek as an all season base

sign can indicate they’ve arrived at the Bogong

winding mountain road characterised by both a

from which to undertake such exploration.

Alpine Way. Resolution of this issue needs to

6. WALLACE HUT CARPARK

be undertaken as part of the overall signage

heightened concentration on the task of driving
plus very short approach times before signage is
passed. In such an environment major gateway
signage structures can be very problematic. A

This site is the trackhead to the major natural
visitor attraction on the high plains – Wallaces

review of the Great Alpine Road currently being
undertaken by Tourism Victoria and the GAR.

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON VISITOR NODES
9. OMEO

Site

Role in visitor experience/facility

‘theme’

A major gateway sign at the Omeo end / beginning of the
circuit is an important feature. A site around the Omeo Valley
Road / Omeo Highway intersection some 1km out of town

Leaving Omeo – Omeo Hwy

Gateway

Bogong Moth Anticpatory sign

Mitta Mitta River

Gateway: Intersection of Bogong High
Plains Road and Omeo Hwy

Bogong Moth Anticipatory / Directional
sign

the south. For others coming down the road into Omeo it can

Park Boundary

Alpine National Park sign

welcome them to the Great Alpine Road.

Trapyard Gap

Major visitor node: Entry point; sealed car
park, and day use facilities (no toilet)

is anticipated. This would have good visual catchment with a
significant approach time for those entering the circuit from

Double sided signs such as this also have the added value of

General orientation

Bogong Moth Node sign

Travelling up the mountain valley to tall forest to snow gum woodland to open plains (changing veg / forest)

Major – reflect presentation at Rocky
Valley (smaller scale)

Landforms – linking geology to landforms / landuse

fully integrating the Bogong High Plains Circuit with the Great

McNamara Hut Track-head

Track to McNamaras Hut

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Buckety Plain

Camping area (Faithfuls)

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Raspberry Hill

Camping area with disabled access

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Langford West

Camping area

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Mount Cope Track-head

Walk track head and sealed car park
Realign start walking track (100m max)

Across the top: Aboriginal pathways
Short family walk to mountain summit.

Bogong Moth Node sign

Cope Hut Track

New sealed car park on south-eastern side
of road

Across the top: Link to Wallace Heritage Trail
Overlapping cultural heritage pathways
AAWT - long journey across Australian Alps Walhalla - Canberra

Bogong Moth Node sign
(direct visitors to hut & Wallace Heritage
Trail information plaque – Maisies
overview) AAWT

Wallace Hut

Car park, track head and day use area –
start of Wallace Heritage Trail
Toilet (disabled) & tables

Across the top
HCHI – Overlapping layers of heritage pathways Wallace Heritage Trail head
Heritage trail project & audio/web interps.

Bogong Moth Node sign
Trailhead/Major Info Shelter

Langford Gap

Car park and walking track head

Access to aqueduct – bike riding / AAWT

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Watchbed Creek

Track-head car park only (no day use
facilities)

Across the top: Recreational pathways leading above the tree line Trail head for numerous overnight hikes /
access AAWT / huts Walks, X-C skiing, safety, minimal impact

Bogong Moth Node sign
Trailhead/Minor Info Shelter

Overview of Rehabilitation

Existing interpretive panel adjacent to
lay-by only

Rehabilitation (recreate to fit in with overall style?)

Heathy Spur

Walking track head only – to be phased
out with rerouting of Heathy Spur track to
Ropers Lookout trailhead.

Alpine veg / wildflowers / huts / views / access AAWT Nelse etc

Trail head sign – timber (change to metal
PV node)

Fishermens Point

Sealed car park, day use including disabled
access; boat ramp (unsealed) Picnic tables
X 2 No toilet

Rocky Valley

Bogong Moth Node sign
Combine AGL / Rocky Valley Dam safety
& risk information

Alpine Road experience. Resolution of this issue needs to be
undertaken as part of the overall signage review of the Great
Alpine Road currently being undertaken by Tourism Victoria
and the GAR.

MINOR NODES
Alongside the major node projects anticipated above, the
current high plains signage and landscaping work will include
signage and landscaping at a further five minor venues on the
high plains:
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Sign type

Pathways – the route followed today across the Bogong High Plains is one that has been travelled for many
centuries for many reasons. The journey opens a window of discovery into the cultural and natural heritage
of the High Country (Alps).

•

Roper Lookout Trackhead (just north from the dam wall)

•

Fishermans Point (some 2km on from the dam wall)

•

Watchbed Creek (trackhead leading to Mt Nelse)

•

Cope Hut

•

Mt Cope trackhead.
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Ropers Lookout

Rocky Valley Dam entry

Sealed car park and track head

Gateway
Two part park entry – higher level for
sealed car park, lookout and day use
joined by track to lower level small scale
car park with sign to upper information.
Bogong High Plains entry signage
Toilet, picnic tables, lookout platform

Falls Creek

Rocky Valley
Wildflowers – snow gum woodlands / alpine heathlands / grasslands
Walks, X-C skiing, safety, minimal impact

Bogong Moth Node sign
Trail head / Major information shelter

General orientation – key nodes/themes
1.
Travelling up / down the mountain Mt Beauty, Bogong Village, Fainter Falls Landforms, vegetation
communities & relation to land use
2.
Rocky Valley Falls Creek, Rocky valley Dam - Hydro & Resorts Ropers, Heathy Spur - Wildflowers
3.
Across the top Bogong High Plains –Watchbed Creek -Landforms, Natural Heritage Wallace –
Cope – Heritage Trail (cultural heritage pathways) Mt Cope
Travelling up / down the mountain Raspberry Hill – Trapyard – Landforms, vegetation communities & relation
to land use
Walks, X-C skiing, bike riding, car touring, camping safety, minimal impact

Major

Range of resort facilities

3 X interps panels

Potential for Indoor Major

Clover Arboretum

metal PV node minor info shelter

Anticipatory

Tawonga Gap Lookout

Gateway

Tawonga Gap / Grea Alpine Road
intersection

Gateway

minor info shelter
Visitor Centre
General orientation – Kiewa Valley Landscapes / history

Bogong Moth Anticipatory / Directional
sign
Bogong Moth Anticipatory / Directional
sign

NODE DESCRIPTION
Physical Structure

Function

Major outdoor visitor node

•
•

•
•
•

Gateway - Purpose-built structure
Multi-panel information and interpretation of at least 1200 x

900mm

•

May be artistic

•
•

Major or minor alpine style information shelter
Purpose built with panels of at least 600 x 800mm

•
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Beyond this observation however, the key issue

Successful interpretive outcomes flow from

the likely users of the site. What will they need

for the project is really to focus the needs of the

a strong strategic construct that underpins

to know about it to safely engage with it and

summer season visitors using the road when it’s

the structure and content of the interpretive

explore it?

open as a cross plateau journey from Mt Beauty

Purpose built panel 600 x 400mm approx.

To orient visitors to whole trail & sections
To help visitors find their way, and be orientated to the local area.
To explain overall significance of trail and introduce interpretation themes

plains.
The biggest issue facing orientation signage
in regard to these users is to get them to slow

sites for facilities in the brief are located in

the Falls Creek resort and who venture out onto

This is because signage is a balance between

close proximity to the Falls Creek resort, while

the high plains as a day trip. These visitors are in

two fundamental issues. On the one hand there

Trapyard Gap is significant in that it marks the

many ways the ideal audience for the high plains

is the information people need to know in order

point at which the road is closed in winter and

ensemble of facilities as they have the potential

to have a safe and expansive visit to the site. On

is a major take off point for cross country skiers.

to spend several days exploring the broader

the other is the information we’d like them to

This means that while the newly sealed road will

precinct in a number of different ways. These

Accordingly an important response to this –

know in order give them a sense of the inherent

only be opened in its entirety on seasonal basis,

will presumably include in the future engaging in

especially for the gateway signage at both

values and meaning of the place they are

the facilities being associated with it will have

a guided walk / tour run by the resort to say the

Trapyard Gap and Rocky Valley Dam is to

visiting. These two divides can be easily referred

year round relevance and uptake. This point is

Wallaces Heritage Trail.

highlight the fact that a range of year round

to in terms of orientation information for the

bourne out in the Falls Creek website where in

“need to know” material and interpretation

promoting its cross country skiing options the

material dealing with the “want to know”

opening paragraph includes the statement:

In this regard it is important to note that this is
an ideal interpretive outcome for the precinct.
No signage media can ever begin to compare

“Whether you are interested in a cruisy

with a guided tour in terms of delivering an

The value of dealing with these two essential

ski out to Wallaces Hut, .... or want

overlapping palette of messages and themes

different types of information separately is that

to get fit for the Hoppet, we have the

that people can use to build their own storyline

it helps build a structured strategic approach to

facilities for you.”

in relation to the high plains.

really want to know is where the nearest toilet
is. Effective delivery of orientation information is
hence the bar that must first be cleared before
the interpretation process can really cut in.
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travellers engaging in a trip across the high

groups. The first will be those who are staying at

of a landscape for example when what they

To explain a feature, its link to the pathways sub-themes

of the other major user group – the through

that four (possibly five) of the eight designated

trying to engage people in the subtle nuances

•

to Omeo or vice versa.

critical point facing the needs and opportunities

In this context there will be two main user

the information delivery platform. It’s no use

Trail head (timber or metal)
•
Track info: distance, time, grade, sketch map & what to see
Minor Node
•
Information, directions orientation, motivation
•
To explain a place or area, its context and its link to themes and sub-theme/s.

This question immediately highlights a number

Awareness of this issue then leads directly into a

of critical issues. The first of these is the fact

material conveying the essence of the site.

Node

Trail head or minor visitor node

This immediately puts the focus directly on

these people as far as it is possible to do so.

metal PV node

Bogong Village Power Station

Mt Beauty

NEEDS

the site and identifying the respective needs of
Potential for Indoor Major

Views Mt Bogong – pull over

THE NEEDS OF SUMMER VISITORS

is to begin by focussing on the likely visitors to

Pretty Valley (side trip)

Bogong View

LIKELY VISITATION PATTERNS

solutions. A key means by which to achieve this

Mt McKay (side trip)

Fainter Falls

1.2 INTERPRETATION AND VISITOR

down – not in terms of driving slower, but rather
to stop more often and for longer along the
way. For these people signage needs to be a
speed bump that jolts them out of their “here
to there” focus and concentrates them on the
“here and now”.

facilities and overnight accommodation are
available at Falls Creek. People need to be
reminded of this option – especially as the
summer operations of the resort are still in their
infancy and may not be generally known about.
From here they can be easily referred to the
resort visitor centre or even to an after hours
enquiry number.

This observation immediately highlights the need

Another desirable feature of this visitation

to provide information that will be relevant to

pattern is that it opens out the option of

both summer and winter use patterns and the

connecting with the landscape in different ways

Of all the likely users of the newly sealed

need for key infrastructure (toilets, signs and

over a number of days as well as to experience

roadway – car touring, motorbikes, guided tours

possibly open sided shelters) to address the issue

the change of landscape moods that invariably

and cyclists – it is the needs of cycling that most

of all season usage.

come with an overnight stay in the high country.

stands out as an issue to address as a separate

THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF USERS: CYCLISTS

strategic issue.
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This is because existing road signage and

It is very significant that this dramatic new cycle

to leave their bikes at the carpark, in spite of

PROVIDING SHELTERED INFORMATION

construction methods are intrinsically geared

touring opportunity also sits at the end of the

the fact that they could ride down past Wallace

SETTINGS

to meet the needs of users in/on motorised

Murray to Mountains Railtrail, thereby directly

Hut and along the aqueduct trail. Wallaces

The concept of providing shelter in association

vehicles that are capable of moving easily

complementing / extending this existing major

Heritage Trail is however a walking experience

with the delivery of information products is

between service centres spaced along the road.

cycling resource. In support of the significance

as it includes includes track sections closed to

one that can significantly enhance the delivery

Cyclists however have a range of special needs

placed on the cycling resources of the region,

bikes. Accordingly if the overall integrity of

of information products to all users. All of

that must be addressed as an additional overlay

the current draft Alpine Region Tourism Board

the track experience is to be nurtured, ways of

the high plains venues for example are very

on top of these conventional road facilities and

Strategic plan notes in its introductory page on

subtly encouraging people to leave thier bikes

exposed to the effects of cold, west - sou west

signage if the cycling experience is to be both

the challenges facing the region that:

behind at the trailhead need to be found.

winds that can turn even summer days into a

safe and engaging.

“one of the key products we shall promote

THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF USER GROUPS:

struggle. In these conditions no one is likely to

This immediately focuses attention on the issue

for its national advantage and recognition

MOTORISTS AND OTHERS

stand out in the open for long quietly taking in

of promoting a sense of the road as being a

is cycling. The Audax Alpine Classic has

One of the biggest challenges in connecting

the delights of the information.

genuine shared use zone whereby walkers,

now been voted as second in thestate

with people in transit is getting them to stop

Hence the value of placing signage in

cyclists, motorbikes, cars and coaches all need

among Victoria’s favourite 101 tourism

and get out of their vehicles. In this instance,

association with the leeward side of a small

to consider other users. Emphasising respect for

experiences.”

a sense of arrival and expectation is a major

shelter open to the north and east is an option

other users and sense of the road as a shared

Alongside the role of cyclists using the route

call to action in getting them to put the

to consider. The key point to note about

use zone would hence would become an

as a touring experience in its own right,

all important foot on the brakes and pull

examples such as these is that they highlight

important feature for signage to address.

there will also be major uptake on the part of

over. This has immediate issues in terms of

the sorts of options and issues that can arise

The pivotal role anticipated for cycling along

cyclists engaging in ride/walk options to access

advance signage giving them advance notice

when one approaches the planning of such

the road is already bourne out in the Falls

facilities. This is especially true of the venues

(e.g.“Wallaces Heritage Trail Carpark 2km).

areas directly from the needs of the likely user

Creek website where in terms of their elite

around Falls Creek where cyclists can hire a

Similarly it suggests the need to strike a balance

groups.

athlete program they note that an additional

bike in the village and use it to explore the

between the extent to which such nodes sit as

35km of sealed road will soon be available for

high plains area. While this use may extend to

visible elements in the landscape. Their visible

training purposes. For general bike touring their

actually cycling along the management trails

presence needs to be such as for people to

summer programs guide anticipates that the

open to cyclists, others will need to terminate

both easily see them and to clearly associate a

newly sealed road will:

their ride at the walking track trailhead. This

major node / visitor opportunity with them.

”provide a stunning ride across the

means the provision of bike racks as part

This also however clearly needs to be balanced

Bogong High Plains and down into the

of the trackhead facilities is an important

against an overall consideration of their visual

Omeo Valley. For the ultimate alpine ride

consideration.

impact on the “wide open spaces” of the high

experience this will complete a 228km

Significantly in the case of the Wallaces

plains.

sealed loop from Falls Creek to Mt Hotham

Heirtage Trail also, these cycle rack faciltiies can

and back via Omeo, Bright and Mt Beauty.”

act as a major visual encouragement for people

section 2:
branding,
entry signage and
built elements
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2.1

BRAND DEFINITION

This signage and landscaping project
represents the public interface of a project
that is underpinned by the investment of large
amounts of time and money on the part of
many local stakeholders. These foundations
represent the basis on which the signage
project must firmly rest.
Accordingly the first thing this project must do
is to understand and define the overall context
within which its operations must proceed.
OVERALL CONTEXT
As a major piece of new regional tourism
infrastructure the branding for the upgraded
Bogong High Plains Road will have two
fundamental roles to fulfil. In the first instance
it must establish an integrated product base
and presentation for the experience that allow
it to successfully establish its own distinct
identity. Allied to this it must also position its
brand so as to allow it to be easily incorporated
into the overall needs and market presence of
the regions it accesses.
In the first instance the road must function
as the foreground, headline issue that draws
upon the associated resources of surrounding
regions (e.g. accommodation and recreation
opportunities) to establish a brand presence.
An example of foreground messaging about
the road for example would be “Travel the ....
[brand name here] and experience fine alpine

12

walks, scenery and touring adventures.”

GREAT ALPINE ROAD

BOGONG HIGH PLAINS - PROS AND CONS

In effect this requires the brand to address the

prior to the widespread arrival of Europeans in

Hence based on a quick assessment of the three

In the second instance the road must function

CONNECTIONS

Alongside this issue the other pivotal branding

issue of sub-brands that can comfortably nest

the region in the 1850s.

most commonly used terms used to describe

as a secondary, background motif that local

Currently the Bogong High Plains

feature and strength lies in the name of

within its overall presentation – much as the new

As such both the name Bogong, and the bogong

touring routes – drive, road and way – the term

moth motif have a clear and present relevance to

“way” seems to have the greatest relevance to
the context at hand.

stakeholders can draw upon to better present

Road has two major branding

“Bogong High Plains”. This is one of the

discovery trail will nest as an integral element of

their product. One example of this background

considerations associated with it.

mountains’ best known titles and as has a strong

the Great Alpine Road.

the overall branding of the newly sealed road.

approach could be where the road was

The first of these is the fact that it

level of general recognition.

This approach links directly to that adopted

A DESCRIPTOR LABEL FOR THE ROUTE

presented within the overall context of the

is being promoted as the dominant

Additionally the name of the Bogong High

for the nearby Mt Buffalo National Park where

Alpine Shire’s experiences as say: “The alpine

part of the Alpine Discovery Loop

Plains Road is established as the geographically

the essentially different visitor experiences

valleys around Mt Beauty and Bright offer fine

– one of six such drives associated

recognised name for the road and as such is

available across the three different precincts

alpine walks, scenery and touring adventures.

with the Great Alpine Road. This

used on all current mapping product.

are addressed via giving due recognition to

Tour the .... [brand name here] to explore these

connection as an integral part of the

Above: Key corporate stakeholders in the

renowned places.”

Great Alpine Road ensemble of experiences

development of the Bogong High Plains Road

has some major advantages for the project to

This need for the new road brand to function

is clearly an essential one to maintain given

brand.

leverage off, there are both pluses and minuses

This consideration suggests that the term “high

Alpine ROAD, Great Tropical DRIVE and Greater

both as a headline issue in its own right

the dominant existing marketing position and

to consider in relation to it.

plains” is best applied to a component part of

Blue Mountains DRIVE and the Alpine WAY etc).

and also as a foundation upon which other

product uptake of the GAR.

stakeholders can build their own enhanced

Additionally major stakeholders like Falls Creek

product structures is an important one to

are already marketing the upgraded touring

consider at the outset of the branding process.

opportunities of the sealed road as offering

It effectively means that the branding process

“the ultimate alpine ride experience. It will

for a product like this which must be slotted

complete a 228km sealed loop from Falls Creek

into an existing marketplace is far more

to Mt Hotham and back via Omeo, Bright and

constrained than say an overall regional shire

Mt Beauty.”

marketing / branding exercise which would

While the “Bogong High Plains” label clearly

Below: The Great Alpine Road logo

Specifically this relates to the fact the “Bogong
High Plains” describes a very specific geographic

the distinctive characteristics and recreational
opportunities of each region.

the overall touring ensemble rather than be used
as an overall label attaching to the whole route.

These issues lead directly into the question of
what label should be attached to the end of the
brand name to define the experience. When one
looks at what names are used elsewhere, labels
like “drive”, “road” and “way” tend to feature
strongly (e.g. Great Ocean ROAD and Great

Of these the two terms “road” and “drive” both
have very strong connotations and specific links

region within the overall ensemble of areas

Importantly however it does leave the way

to car touring as the dominant use pattern. The

that the newly sealed road accesses. Using it as

clear to pick up the crucial “Bogong” label as

term “way” however is somewhat less motor

a sole brand hence runs the risk of devaluing

a pivotal part of the overall brand. This option

vehicle centric.

the touring experience associated with the

becomes doubly important given the desirability

steep alpine valleys leading up from Bright and

of having an indigenous name in the brand

Mt Beauty and with the gentler more diffuse

title as an implicit way of grounding Aboriginal

From this it is immediately obvious that the

touring experience along the Mitta Valley region

connections to country into the overall branding

have the scope and longer term potential open

road will be marketed as an integral part of the

north of Omeo.

ensemble. Given that the name Bogong is

to it to redefine existing paradigms.

Great Alpine Road experience rather than as a

Accordingly the branding process must needs

stand alone product. Accordingly its status as a

proceed from an assessment of what the

discovery loop is likely to remain a pivotal part

”givens” are in order to then determine the

of its branding.

Overall the brand needs to present the high
plains environment as the centrepiece of the
touring experience wherein lies many of the

today understood as being an indigenous word
meaning “Big Fella” this label assumes added
significance as a brand motif.

major visitor attractions and experiences, while

This in turn is aided by the fact that the annual

corridor down which the branding process can

at the same time allowing the regions that frame

summer Bogong moth feasts were a pivotal

proceed in order to come up with a specific

the high plains to the west and the east to have

part of the lives of many different groups of

outcome.

their own value and identity in the equation.

Aboriginal people living around the mountains
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By way of comparison, New South Wales have
defined “drives” as being sub-regional or
regional routes that link tourist attractions and/
or focal points on the route of tourist interest. In
contrast a themed route is usually identified by a
promotional name and the term “way”.
To be recognised as a “way” the route must
have a clearly identified theme. Eligible themes
might include: Heritage; National Parks; World
Heritage; Aboriginal. Furthermore it must have a
clearly defined start and end point.

2.2

BRAND COMPONENTS

This section presents an option for a new
brand for the road grounded upon the strategic
constructs outlined in Section 1.
This brand is based on the following name and
byline
“Bogong Alpine Way ...
a high plains journey”
Within this brand three discrete regional
components will be recognised as comprising
the overall parkway experience:
•

The Alpine Valleys, for the western fall of
the route

•

•

The High Plains, for the high country

Six key messages will comprise the overall
structure and composition of the product:
1. The Bogong Alpine Way is an integral part
of the Great Alpine Road that is used by
multiple different users in different ways

To convey the name bogong and its association

To imply the alpine, high country experience

over different seasons.

with the bogong moth thereby grounding the

and the circuit nature of the route linking back

product in an indigenous context the following

to the Great Alpine Road the following motif

components are used.

is used.

2. The Bogong Alpine Way is best appreciated

The importance of addressing the overall branding of

Responding to this in the first instance involved

the touring experience at the outset of developing an

experimenting with planes of cardboard to see how

ensemble of signage and visitor facilities for the route is

overlapping planes could intersect in a manner that

to ensure that these are grounded as an integral part of

might have relevance to a signage solution. The key

the overall delivery of the brand.

issue here has not to directly mimic or reproduce the

Accordingly the next step in the project process is to

overnight stay in Falls Creek.

could be used.

3. The high country is a place of both ancient

In looking for additional elements of the Bogong motif

and modern overlapping pathways. The

that could have design significance, one particular

indigenous people of the alpine region

aspect that stands out is the habit of bogong moths to

welcome you to their Country.

cluster together in dark shelters under rock overhangs
where the form an overlapping carpet of wings.

4. The Alpine Valleys component of the route

Gap and

opportunities.
5. The High Plains component of the route
has its own unique set of landscapes and
opportunities.
6. The Mitta Valley component of the route

To convey the three discrete components of the
Bogong Alpine Way experience the following
motif is used.

has its own unique set of landscapes and
opportunities.
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BOGONG MOTH MOTIF

examine possible ways in which the “Bogong” motif

has its own unique set of landscapes and

route.

2.3

as an multi day experience incorporating an

section between Falls Creek and Trapyard

The Mitta Valley for the eastern fall of the

THE BOGONG ALPINE WAY LOGO
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moth cluster or moth wing shapes as such, but rather
to ground the creative process on a strong conceptual
basis. A key shape to result from this initial model
making exercise is shown opposite.

2.4

ENTRY SIGNAGE: drive by

Based on the concept of overlapping / intersecting planes, the following entry signage unit was developed. Two sizes of entry signage will be used. A larger version for drive by
gateway signage along major roads where people will not stop near the sign and a smaller version for designating the entry to major visitor nodes along the route. The signs will be
made of aluminium with timber main supports either end.

...\Bogong\P_15_VehSign02.dgn 17/06/2009 12:28:16 PM

Main entry sign at he
entry to the junction
of the Bogong High
Plains Road and the
Omeo Hwy.

These sign units will not be able to be placed on the road verge as managed by Vicroads, but rather will need to be on Council, private or park lands. In this regard the signs are in the
same category as that of township entry signs. The precise use and location of the signs will need to be the subject of additional consultation and approval within the context of the
overall signage ensemble of the Great Alpine Road. Some indicative, preferred locations are shown here in order to display the preferred presentation of the signs.
...\Bogong\P_14_VehSign01.dgn 17/06/2009 12:22:20 PM
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2.4

2.4

ENTRY SIGNAGE: park node entry

ENTRY SIGNAGE –
(cont’d)

Main entry sign on the
Tawonga Gap Road just on
from its junction with the
Great Alpine Road 2km east
of Bright.

Main entry sign on the
Omeo Hwy some 1km out
from Omeo and opposite
the existing sign welcoming
people travelling in the
opposite direction to
Omeo.

...\Bogong\P_12_PedSign01.dgn 21/07/2009 4:40:10 PM

The construction of these signs will be powdercoated 5mm aluminium bolted / welded together with graphics provided by UV flat bed print to
panel with clear powdercoat overprint for grafitti protection. Posts will be structural aluminium channel 127*65mm. Wall thickness 6-9mm. Fixing
in situ via welded base plates and starter bolts to concrete footings.
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2.5

20

ENTRY SIGNAGE – PARK VENUES
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2.6

PARK FURNITURE

2.7

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

The palette of built form and materials
relevant for inclusion in the design solutions
The bogong moth motif can be utilised

for the project are referenced from existing

in the form of specific park furniture that

landscape elements.

will double as both seating and picnic

Major motifs chosen to underpin the

benches. The concept of the furniture

design responses in addition tot he bogong

derives from recently installed seating in

motif already discussed are the rolling

the new Wentworth Falls Picnic precinct

overlapping curves of the hillsides, the

in the Blue Mountains.

existing extensive use of face granite in
the built environment of Falls Creek and
environs and he materials and distinctive
shapes found in historic huts like Wallace
Hut.

Face granite
finish s used in
the toilet block

24
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Rusted corrugated

The distinctive

iron as seen on

chimney shape

Wallace Hut chimney

that is strongly

at Rocky Valley

associated with

picnic area

historic huts

2.8

INFORMATION SHELTER

2.8

INFORMATION SHELTER – DIMENSIONED DRAWINGS
3,300
NOTES

The major information shelter structure to be
used has been designed to incorporate the major
landscape reference motifs.
This includes the curved roof with overlapping arcs
redolent of the high plains horizon thereby also
2,100

helping the structure to sit neatly into exposed
contexts.
5,850

The use of the rock plinth is a major reference to

NOTES

the built form of the huts plus the use of recycled
old corrugated iron to face the opposite end of the

Client

Nature Tourism Services
Project Name

Bogong High Plains Info node

display continues this theme.

Draftsman

Cale Brown
Drawing Title:

ELEVATION - E/02
Scale:
Status:

Using a granite face rock finish in the structure

Drawing No.:

01

03

2/08/09

3,485

also gives it a strong organic quality to assist its

1:20 Date:
Preliminary Checked By:

Project No:

integration into the landscape.

2,100

All structural elements in the display will be

NOTES

made from steel and finished with gal dip.

5,850
roof line over

No powdercoating will be used as the gal dip
weathers nicely over time to a subtle finish. The

Client

Nature Tourism Services
Project Name

Bogong High Plains Info node

roof panels will be prefabricated off site and

700

Draftsman

Cale Brown
Drawing Title:

ELEVATION - E/01

will need to be designed so as to bolt onto the

Scale:
Status:

uprights in situ, thereby avoiding major transport

1:20 Date:

2/08/09

2,200

Preliminary Checked By:

Project No:

Drawing No.:

01

02

700

3,300

costs / complications associated with moving a full

1,900

E/02

assembled / welded unit onto the site.
An additional option for the display is to use only
one half of the structure in situations where either

Client

Nature Tourism Services
Project Name

space and / or cost is an issue.

Bogong High Plains Info node
Draftsman

Cale Brown
Drawing Title:

Plans - Floor Plan

E/01

Scale:
Status:
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1:20 Date:
Preliminary Checked By:

Project No:

Drawing No.:

01

01

2/08/09

3.1

ROCKY VALLEY PICNIC AREA

CONTE X T

section 3:
MAJOR NODE

fact that it can connect with people who may

natural values of the high plains

otherwise have driven through Falls Creek

to be established at Rocky Valley Dam is the

or engage in other ways with the village.

and Rocky Valley Dam risk & advisory

major gateway facility to be established in

This coupled with its position as the entry

information, to rationalize and standardize

association with the road upgrade. Located

for people coming from the east make it an

messaging.

just 2.5km up the road from the centre of Falls

important venue for promoting the role of Falls

Creek village the site frames the entry to the

Creek as the ideal overnight base from which

high plains precinct for people travelling up Mt

to experience the high plains.

overlooking the dam with a dramatic visual
catchment for people approaching from

SCOPE OF WORK S
Landscape design plan to provide for:
•

grand ‘Sense of Arrival’ into park

•

delineation of appropriate car parking,
that considers safe vehicle / pedestrian

the east across the high plains and the dam
wall. The approach from Falls Creek is much
less visually prominent in summer when the
intersection appears fairly quickly around a
corner. In winter the site is closed to vehicle
traffic yet open to cross country skiers.
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interaction
•

incorporation of existing toilet facility

•

revegetation of denuded and weedy areas

•

Rocky Valley Dam observation area
positioning

•

A sewered toilet block on site is open year
round with heating supplied in winter. An

Rocky Valley Picnic Area

movement of pedestrians between upper
and lower car park areas

•

additional major element on site is a generator

29

design of appropriate risk/advisory
signage - that captures existing park, road

The site occupies a very prominent level area

3.1

•

without stopping to go into its visitor centre

people travelling up from the Mitta Valley.

components

focussing on the history, development and

The picnic area and visitor information facility

Beauty and marks the entry to Falls Creek for

landscape and signage

Another important aspect of the site is the

positioning of information facility catering
for winter / non-winter use

shed associated with pumping water to the

•

positioning of appropriate day use facilities

village. With its landmark position and large

•

positioning of signage

extent, the site has the potential to function as

•

design of Information facility

both a major lookout picnic area and as a quasi

•

design of lookout

outdoor visitor centre presenting information

•

design of Major Entry signage

relating to both the road experience overall as

•

design of Node & Directional signage

well as interpreting the immediate precinct.

•

design of Interpretive panels with themes

L ANDSCAPING RESPONSES: CORRIDOR EFFECT

L ANDSCAPING RESPONSES:
VEHICLE ACCESS

The landscape design challenges facing this site revolve
around several key factors. The pivotal one is pervasive

entry

There are two key issues for vehicle

effect of the road corridor dominating the precinct.
Our response to this is to introduce an alternative axis

toilet

is determining a desirable vehicle

running along extent

flow pattern for the precinct, the

of sealed roadway

for the facilities that cuts across at 90˚ to the main road
corridor and which is sited mid way along its length. This

access in and out of the site. The first

unbroken visual sweep

next is getting drivers to use this

Axis along which to

generator

avoids the problem of compounding the corridor effect

align facilities midway

by placing major facilities at the end of it.

along the road corridor

access pattern confidently and safely.
The major issue in relation to vehicle
access to the precinct relates to
coach access. Overall the main
precinct of the node is not suited to
coach use, being on the whole too
narrow. The main response to this
is to keep coaches out of this zone

L ANDSCAPING RESPONSES: MULTIPLE NODES

Entry sign

In keeping with the concept of the site functioning as an

Lookout
interpreting
view over
Rocky Valley

outdoor visitor centre it is important to have dispersed
information nodes within the site that allow a significant
amount of information across multiple themes to be
conveyed in association with other facilities like picnic

the site via the ramp leading up
to the main precinct. This will not
however be wheelchair accessible.
Should elderly or disabled access be
required, then coaches can drop off

Picnic
area with
associated
displays
on the
heritage and
recreational
ops of the
high plains

Toilet

Entry sign

and pick up via the upper precinct.
Within the precinct minibus parking
can be provided in the cutting
currently in place sitting back into the

Coach turning
radius 25m

hillside, while carparking can extend
along the edge of the main visitor
picnic area.

except in unusual circumstances.
This means that while coaches must

An important point to note

be able to get in and out of this

in relation to the car parking

space should they either need to, or

requirements of this precinct is

inadvertently turn in here, this option

the fact that length of stay on

will not be formally presented to

site for most people is likely to be

them.

relatively short. Unlike for example

Coach three point
turn exit area

Minibus parking
Car parking

the Wallaces Heritage Trail site, the
Rather they will be directed to a

areas and lookouts. The opposite schematic layout

coach parking bay on the lower

accounts for this.

level site next to the dam wall. This
Overall visitor
orientation /
whole of road
detail

space will be reserved specifically for
buses. Here there is just sufficient
room for several coaches to park and
undertake three point turns clear

Lookout precinct
interpreting the
dam and the Kiewa
Hydro Scheme

30

Coach patrons will then access

of any egress onto the adjoining
roadway.
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venue is not a trackhead destination
where cars may well be left for up
to half a day, or longer. Here the
maximum length of stay is likely to
be an hour for people picnicking here
and shorter for most visits. Based an
anticipated high turnover rate, there
is no provision made in the current
concept plans for overflow parking.

Coach parking

L ANDSCAPING RESPONSES: PRECINCT

E XISTING MATERIAL S AND SITE ELEMENTS

ENTRY VISUAL CATCHMENT

The site has two established buildings in situ – the toilet

The site has a very good visual catchment for

block and generator shed. Of these the toilet block uses the

people travelling over the Rocky Valley Dam,

granite block facade commonly incorporated into Falls Creek

but a very poor one for people approaching

landscaping. It is hence appropriate to integrate further

from Falls Creek where the entry appears some

strategic use of this finish in the overall palette of material

two hundred metres in front of them once

to be introduced into the new landscaping works. The toilet

they round a bend in the road. Accordingly

block access needs to be upgraded from both an aesthetic

anticipatory signage will play an important

and functional perspective. This is shown in the attached

role in preparing drivers to respond to the

photo. Disabled access to the left side cubicle can be provided

approaching site entry precinct. It is proposed

View of the approach from Falls Creek

via cutting a new wider doorway in the side wall.

View of the approach from Rocky Valley Dam

to locate two sets of anticipatory signage for
approaches from both directions. The first is
set approximately 1km back from the entry,
the second 300m back.

Ensemble of 4 traffic orientation signs each 1200*750mm to
be installed in association with the venue.

This signage will need to accord with standard
roadside tourism signage specifications as for
example currently used along the Great Alpine
Road.

ROCKY VALLEY
PICNIC AREA
1 km

ROCKY VALLEY
PICNIC AREA

car entry 300m
coach entry 400m
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ROCKY VALLEY
PICNIC AREA
1 km

ROCKY VALLEY
PICNIC AREA

Mock up of entry signage installation
wheelchair
accessible
ramp

coach parking area
car parking 50m
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CENTR AL NODE
A feature of the landscape plan is the provision of a
central node to provide the core picnic. lookout and
information facilities.
Mock ups of how this section will present are shown here.
The curved, freestanding 3 panel display unit will
introduce people to an overview of the Bogong Alpine
Way.
The four panels located in association with the curved
roof area will convey both detailed walk and cycling
information coupled with more generic background
material relating the Australian Alps, snowgums and the
bogong moth.

34
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CURVED DISPL AY UNIT

CURVED DISPL AY UNIT

The curved display unit proposed for inclusion in the

The layouts for the six panels are shown here. The three

central information node has previously been constructed

panels facing people as they enter the precinct will cover

for outdoor use at Clarendon in the Hawkesbury Valley.

the more general overview / welcome material relating to

one road
– many experiences

welcome to Country
For Aboriginal people, the alpine area
has always been a meeting place.
Their ancestors would travel here each

The Bogong Alpine Way offers you a high plains journey
to and through one of the Australian Alps best loved

the Bogong Alpine Way. The rear three panels will deal

Minor size modifications are proposed for the structure to

The traditional owners in the Alpine
region – the Bidawal, Dhuduroa,
Gunai/Kurnai, Jaithmathung,
Mitambuta, Monero-Ngarigo, Ngarigo
and Taungurung peoples – welcome
you to their Country.

landscapes – the Bogong High Plains.
While the 125km route can be driven in a matter of hours,
many days can be spent exploring the varied landscapes
and experiences on offer along its length.

with the three geographic regions of the route.

be installed at Rocky Valley giving it a panel dimension of

A feature of the route is the way it can be explored in
different ways across different seasons.
While the road over the high plains is closed to vehicles
in winter, cross country skiers have the chance to
explore this section of the Bogong Alpine Way during the
ski season.

2400mm* 1400mm (inner arc) and 2400* 1500mm (outer

Summer brings with it the invitation to travel slowly and
stop often on your high plains journey. The route makes
for a fine cycling adventure and bikes can easily be left at
the start of walking tracks like the Wallaces Heritage Trail.

arc).

ceremonies.
Today traditional owners work closely
with park managers and promote
the continuing connections between
Aboriginal people, their ancestors and
their land.

The Bogong Alpine Way
is made up three sections
in recognition of the very

Until more modern times the high plains were not
an easy place to get to.

different experiences on offer

Few people came without good reason and fewer

across along its length.

still stayed to call the high country home.

To the west, the Alpine Valleys

Amidst the cold of

section takes in the dramatic, steep

the winter snows

sided mountain gorges leading up

and the isolation
from the comfort of

from Bright and Mount Beauty.

travel slowly – stop often

summer to feast on bogong moths
and undertake inter-tribal trade and

The High Plains Section here on

Bogong Alpine Way links directly with

Falls Creek is well known and loved

the Great Alpine Road to provide an

by many generations of mountain

unsurpassed touring circuit through

travellers, while the Mitta Valley

the Victorian Alps connecting Mt

section to the east takes in the

Hotham and Falls Creek with the

gentler rolling countryside that drains

adjacent town centres of Omeo,

southwards towards Omeo.

the region. Their ancient alpine gatherings ended around 1850 with
the significant influx of Europeans and the widespread disruption to
traditional Aboriginal life that followed.
First in this new wave of setters came the gold miners and the towns
that sprang up overnight around them in the mountain valleys below
the snowline.
Allied to them were the timbercutters who helped provide the building

the lowlands, people

materials and fuel the new towns needed as well as the necessary

usually had a specific

mine props.

reason to be here.

the rolling open country around

high country pathways
The first people to trace out the ancient routes across the high country
were the indigenous people from an array of different tribes across

With access both to and through the mountains established, the way
was then clear for local cattlemen to introduce summer grazing to the
high country in the late 1860s.

Bright and Mt Beauty.
You can contribute to making
the shared experience of the
Bogong Alpine Way a safe one by

download the pathways audio tour
The stories of the people who have lived in and journeyed through the high
country remain etched into the fabric of the mountains. The HIGH COUNTRY

remembering to travel slowly along

PATHWAYS project connects you with these stories.

the road and to watch out for other

Use the QR link below to download your copy of the tour now or visit
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au

users – especially in areas with steep

and follow the links.

and winding bends.

The widespread introduction of electric power in the late 1800s and
increasing demand for this resource saw hydroelectric engineers first
visit the region in the 1920s.
Their investigations eventually led to the construction of the Kiewa
Hydroelectric Scheme between 1938–1961.
Each of these developments had the effect of further opening up the
high country making it more accessible to people.
With increasing use came increasing public concern over the area’s
long term conservation which eventually led to the creation of the
Alpine National Park in 1989.

the mitta valley ...

rolling landscapes, roaring rivers
Even when it’s not echoing to the sound of melted
snow flows in spring and early summer, the Mitta
Valley is a landscape dominated by its rivers.
The wide open valleys tell the story of a landscape
carved by the power of water and the roadways twist
and turn in and around each river bend.
This easy and direct access to many different points
along the river banks make the valley a mecca for
kayakers, picnickers, campers and fishermen alike.
To spend some time in the valley is to discover
the subtle variety of its birdlife and the welcoming
ambience of the open eucalypt forests.
As with all sections of the Bogong Alpine Way, this
region also provides a wonderful region
to explore by bike.

One of the delights of
travelling the Mitta Valley
is the array of birdlife that
accompanies you on your
journey. Take time to
listen to the sounds
of the valley and
see if you can spot
some of the birdlife
behind the songs. In
particular look out for
an icon of the high country
– the flame robin.
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PANEL S PRESENTED UNDER COVER

THREE INTERPRETIVE SIGNS

The four panels associated with the curved roof structure will be 1800*1100mm.

Two interpretive signs, each 800*550mm and one sign 1100*550mm will be located around the outer edge of the picnic area looking out over the surrounding landscape. Two
will be in the main visitor / picnic node. One (1100*550mm) will be at the lookout bay overlooking to the track leading down to the coach parking area.

short walks and
cycles on
the high plains

bogong
moths:

Cycling and walking

Remember when undertaking any walk

Mountain biking is allowed on vehicle
trails only, and not on walking tracks.

in the mountains that weather conditions
can change suddenly. Be sure you are
adequately prepared.
Every member of your party should carry
a weatherproof parka and be wearing
suitable footwear for a walk in the
mountains. It is also recommended to
carry some food and water with you.

seasonal

like the arrival of bogong moths here
each spring.
The moths come to the mountains to

4

rock crevices protected from the heat
of the lowland plains where they breed

and Langford West Aqueduct Roads.
Cyclists need to be well prepared for
remote country and severe weather.

in the high

3
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LANGFORDS GAP NODE

2

From here you can explore the snow gum country of the eastern

At dusk during migration the air can
vibrate with the wing beats of hundreds
a moving black mass.

country

edge of the Bogong High Plains, on a network of tracks and
management roads. Cyclists can use a series of aqueduct roads,
and walkers have a wider selection of tracks to choose from.
Bicycles are not allowed on walking tracks

Whereas most of the birds and animals

To prepare for their summer siesta the
rich diet of nectar from plants such as

During hibernation in the snow season,

found in the high alpine country over

between April and October, the

summer leave before the snows

possum feeds from a hidden cache of

come, mountain pygmy possums are

stored seeds.

one of the very few that stick around
through winter.
They do this through combination of
sleeping a lot under the snow, and by
building up enough body fat to see
them through their semi-hibernation. In
this vital battle to accumulate body fat
in summer, they are massively helped

moths build up their fat reserves on a

Popular scenic rides include the Big
River Fire Track and the Langford East

snowgums

sleep the summer away in the cool of

of thousands of moths that fill the air in

abundance

seeing the eastern side of the high plains

Wallace Hut

and flow of life in the high country

and feed.

Wallaces Heritage Trail
Walking

Nothing speaks of the seasonal ebb

by the abundance of bogong moths
available for them to feed on.

The mountain pygmy possum lives
among rock crevices and boulder-fields
above 1400m in Victoria and NSW.
Here in Victoria populations occur
on the Bogong High Plains, at Mt
Bogong and between Mt Loch and Mt
Higginbotham and distribution includes
parts of the Falls Creek, Mt Buller and
Mt Hotham ski resorts.

mountain pygmy possums and the moths

grevilleas.

Of all the things that make Australia’s alpine areas
unique, it is the iconic snowgum that stands as the
most memorable.

– a high
country icon

Other alpine areas across the world are mostly home to deciduous trees that lose their leaves in
winter, or conifers whose pine needles leaves let the snow fall easily through them.

the
australian alps
The area around here (Alpine National Park)
is part of the Australian Alps – a mountainous

them as a mystical place – of snow,

roof tiles, presenting a smorgasbord of

Snowgums by contrast have large leaves and an overall shape more suited to
retain snow than to shed it. These leaves are very effective at keeping water
moving in through them even in freezing conditions.

landscape both demanding and beautiful that

wildflowers, gnarled snow gums and

stretches between Canberra and Gippsland in

legendary characters. Some visitors have

Victoria.

been scientists, their research giving us an

To deal with the risk of stems breaking under snow loads, snowgums have
multiple trunks and a major underground lignotuber that means it can resprout
even if an above ground stem is broken or burnt.

is home to Australia’s high country, alpine

and mammals alike.

Straddling the Great Dividing Range, this

LANGFORD WEST AQUEDUCT ROAD
This trail winds south-west for 5.5km to Cope Hut and back to the

1

Bogong High Plains Road. This section is part of the Australian
Alps Walking Track Or you can continue south along the aqueduct
to rejoin the road at Langford West, which is 9.5km from here.

LANGFORD EAST AQUEDUCT ROAD
The first 2km are part of the Australian Alps Walking Track, which

1

WALLACES HERITAGE TRAIL
5.6km: 2–3hr return
Sometimes you arrive at a crossroads in a landscape, a place

continues northwards. The trail then heads east to join the Kelly

This resilience and ability to bounce back from damage to the above ground
parts of the plants makes many snow gums very long lived.

Track (7km from here). The Kelly Track continues descending to
the east to join Lanes Track (12km from here), then Fitzgeralds
Road to eventually arrive at the Omeo Highway, 18.5km from here.

5

where paths naturally converge and stories and experiences
overlap. Here in the heart of the Bogong High Plains, the
ground between Wallace Hut and Cope Hut is one such place.

BEYOND THE LANGFORD EAST

Wallaces Heritage Trail offers you the chance to explore this

AQUEDUCT ROAD

country on one of Australia’s finest short walk experiences.

Many examples exist here on the high plains of trees that first
established themselves years before Europeans arrived in
Australia in 1788.

The Australian Alps Walking Track leads north onto the northern
Bogong High Plains, around Mount Nelse (about 8km from here)

2

WATCHBED CREEK
Gateway to the northern high plains, the Watchbed Creek
trackhead is the focal point for a network of walking, cycling and
skiing trails amongst high peaks, alpine grasslands and historic
huts. Just a few hours of exercise will be rewarding enough,

and beyond. The Kelly Track leaves the Australian Alps Walking
Track about 5km from here and leads past Fitzgerald Hut and
Kelly Hut (8km from here). The Marum Point Track connects the
Kelly Track to the Langford East Aqueduct Road, about 7km along
the aqueduct from here.

but the keen can hoist their packs and venture out overnight.

Heathy Spur Track

HEATHY SPUR. 10km circuit: 4 hr return
The Heathy Spur Track leaves the Big River Fire Track at the

and scattered groves of snow gums. There are wide views over

the road about 2km back to here.

Fitzgerald Hut
HISTORIC HUTS
From the Big River Fire Track walk to Mount Nelse, other

4

MOUNT NELSE. 9km: 3-4hr return
This popular walk goes to the top of Mount Nelse (1882m) for
expansive views across the mountains (in clear weather). It
follows the Big River Fire Track up the rock-studded valley of
Watchbed Creek, joins the Australian Alps Walking Track, then
crosses gentle grassy plains to the broad dome of Mount Nelse.

tracks and pole lines branch out to four historic mountain huts.
Edmondson Hut and Johnston Hut lie just a kilometre off either
side of the fire track. One or the other can easily be visited on
your way back from Mount Nelse (allow one extra hour). Kelly Hut
and Fitzgerald Hut lie about 3 km (one hour) to the east along the
Kelly Track. They are interesting objectives in their own right.

From a high saddle, a faint, unmarked track leads 500m east to
the rock cairn on the summit. Return the same way.

5

ROPER LOOKOUT TRACK. 5km: 1.5hr ret.
Enjoy this walk to impressive views over Falls Creek village and
Rocky Valley lake. The vista also takes in Rocky Valley Creek
winding away to the north-west towards the Kiewa River valley.
The bare skeletons of Snow Gums (up high) and Alpine Ash
(lower down) were killed in the 2003 bush fire, but underneath
you can see the thick green growth of regenerating forest.

6

MOUNT COPE TRACK. 3km: 1.5hr return
The rounded hillock of Mount Cope (1837m) stands as a guardian
overlooking the southern Bogong High Plains. Wide-ranging views from
the summit’s rocky knoll are a rich reward for the relatively short and
easy walk.

Mt Cope Walk

The Bogong Alpine
Way gratefully
acknowledges the use
of the bogong moth
design created by Jim
Williams (Elder of the
Ngunnawal people)

Currawongs and
ravens are local
birds that also take
full advantage of the
summer bogong moth
feast to help them get
through the winter
months.

Below: Crosscut Saw (Photo: K. McCallum)

australian alps
walking track

understanding of just why the Australian alps
are so special.

The trees however lack either a thick
layer of insulating bark on their trunks or
an underground lignotuber and so are
easily killed by intense wildfires.

wildlife in the local region

This leads to them often growing in thick
even aged stands as new plants sprout
quickly from seed stored in the ground in
the months after a major fire has passed.

Many of the birds found in
lowland areas are commonly
seen on the high plains in

When it comes to native wildlife, the
best place to look is in the forests

As it takes around 20 years for these
new trees to grow large enough to
produce their own seed, repeated hot
fires in the same area can lead to the
forest stand being wiped out.

Amongst the forests of the

to cope with the winter snows,

alpine valleys, large browsing

These include kestrels, pipits,

these ground burrowing animals

and grazing marsupials like

srub wrens, currawongs and the

Up here the only common species

are also well placed also survive

swamp wallabies, eastern grey

iconic bird of the high country

you’re likely to come across are

fire events.

kangaroos and wombats are

– the flame

common on the ground.

robin.

leading up to the high plains rather
than in the snow country itself.

echidnas and wombats.

Today you mark out the progress of
the alpine ash forests’ recovery as they
respond to the 2003 fires that swept
across the Australian Alps.

summer.

In addition to being adapted

Finding food in the wake of the
fire however presents an entirely

Meanwhile up in the trees,

different challenge.

spotlight viewing at night can
often pick out animals like
brushtail possums and gliders.

Recognising the importance and vulnerability

continent.

of the Alps, State and Federal governments

In a country known for its dry flat ‘outback’

have agreed to cooperate in managing the

landscape, the 1.6 million hectares of alpine

Alpine, Baw Baw, Mount Buffalo, Snowy

the australian alps walking track

country is very special.

River, Kosciuszko, Brindabella nd Namadgi

The Alps are connected by the long distance Australian Alps

national parks. Together with some smaller

wAlking Track. It passes by here on its mountainous and

reserves the area is part of Australia’s national

often remote 650km journey through the national parks and

heritage, a conservation zone of international

wilderness areas.

Aboriginal peoples have lived in this alpine

Alpine ash can grow to over 90m tall in
some locations making them one of the
largest flowering plants in the world.

looking after the alps
together

plants and animals found nowhere else on the

extremes intimately.

very top of the Watchbed Creek valley and heads east. It

the Rocky Valley Dam as the track descends through herbfields

giving rivers and supports an abundance of

its flora, fauna, geography and seasonal

Roper Lookout

follows an undulating spur through open grasslands, low heath

and back to the Bogong Alpine Parkway near the dam. Follow

popular ‘snow country’. It is the source of life

environment for thousands of years and know

Hike to Mount Nelse (1882m), visit Fitzgerald Hut, look for rare
alpine plants or cycle the aqueduct trails.
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summits and all of mainland Australia’s

A dramatic feature of the alpine valleys
leading up to the high plains from
the west are the tall forests of alpine
ash (Eucalyptus delegatensis) that
cloak the steep hillsides up to around
1500m elevation.

(Photo: E. Beaton)

Generations of travellers have remembered

Once here they gather like clustered
concentrated energy rich food for birds

the alpine ash forests

significance.
You can experience a short section on the Bogong High Plains
by joining the track at Cope Hut or undertake a 4 day walk
between Mount Hotham and Mount Bogong.

Lookout on Mt Howitt (Photo: K. McCallum)

the rocky valley reservoir
The reservoir before you is the main storage
dam for the Kiewa Hydroelectric Scheme.
It was built over ten years from 1948–59 at the

One of the most remarkable features of the
dam is its very position here on the top of the
mountain plateau.

same time as an array of other construction
work on the hydroelectric project transformed
the face of the high plains.

Most reservoirs tend to be sited in valleys
surrounded by hillsides, not located on top
of them.

Today its importance as the key energy source

The fact that the dam can work here with so

about the dam
Work on the Rocky Valley Dam
commenced in 1948 with the clearing of the

power from snow
The original 184MW power output of the Kiewa
scheme in the 1960s was expanded to over 320MW
with addition in 2009 of the Bogong Power Station at
Bogong Village.

dam wall area followed by work preparing
the dam footings.
Formation of the dam’s retaining wall using
earth and rockfill cut from the nearby quarry
on Basalt Hill took place over the summer
months from 1954 – 1959.
Once the spillway was completed in that

behind the power scheme remains as important

little catchment to feed it owes much an intricate

While this is relatively small overall output compared

as ever, aided by the recent construction of the
Bogong Power Station in 2009 to fully utilise
the water as it drops into the lower Kiewa Valley
beyond Mount Beauty.

network of aquaducts that drain water from
adjacent valleys back into the pondage. It also
says much about the volume of water delivered
to the high plains as sleet and snow each year.

with Victoria’s current baseload power needs of

year the way was clear for the dam to fill.

6,000 MW, hydroelectric power has the great

It holds some 28 GL – or around 28,000

advantage of being easy to turn on and off quickly.

olympic swimming pools worth of water.

That means the power is mainly used to provide
intermediate supply to respond to peaks in demand
such as occur on a daily basis when people get home
from work, turn on the lights and start cooking dinner.

Water from the dam is extracted via a
tunnel system on its western branch. This
connects in with tunnels from the nearby
Pretty Valley Pondage to feed water into the
chain of powerstations commencing with
the one at the head of McKay Creek.

E XISTING DAM CORE
The existing core from the original drilling to build the dam hat is currently located on site
will be retained.
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3.2

WALLACES HERITAGE TRAIL CARPARK

CONTE X T
In addition to providing immediate access for walkers and
cyclists to Wallace Hut some 500m away this site represents
the trailhead of Wallaces Heritage Trail – the headline visitor

section 3:

experience associated with the route.
SCOPE OF WORK S

MAJOR NODE
landscape and signage

Landscape design plan to provide for -

•

delineation of appropriate car parking, that considers safe
vehicle / pedestrian interaction

•

positioning of Information facility

•

revegetation of denuded and weedy areas

•

positioning of signage

•

positioning of toilet and picnic facilities

•

Design Node, Trailhead & Directional signage as appropriate

•

Design Information facility – interpretive panels supplied

3.2

•

Design twin cubicle toilet facility (with disabled access) –

Wallaces Heritage Trail

•

components

facility and walkway elevated
Design picnic area including picnic tables – facilities and
walkway elevated

Trackhead

40

•
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Above: Views up to the gate and back to the road from the carpark subsequent to the roadway sealing.

WALL ACES HERITAGE TR AIL

Position of picnic facilities

ENTRY CONTE X T
This site has a range of functional
and contextural issues to address
in relation to any landscape design
response. Foremost here is it role
as the trailhead to the major visitor
experience on the high plains and
the overall need to create a sense of
arrival in keeping with this function.

This concern over the pervasive
Firstly this requires an approach that
cuts across the dominant corridor
plane in designing landscape
responses, not to mimic it by
paralleling facilities along the corridor
line. Secondly it needs a clear vertical
element to be built in at some point
as a means of concentrating the visual

influence of the dominant corridor
line of the precinct has a major

entry precinct it is useful to note that in such

integrate picnic facilities and visitor
orientation material into a single

an elongated precinct people who arrive as

node in the carpark precinct prior

part of a group need a congregation point

picnic facilities are placed as well as
focussing attention on the role of the

where they can assemble prior to commencing

to the gate. While it would also be

the walk. This also is an important part of the

desirable to integrate a toilet into

cycle three quarters of it if you return from Cope

visitor flow are key criteria.

Hut via the road rather than via the snowpole

The inclusion of formal picnic tables as such
is much less so. This is particularly true in an
area that will be subject to overcrowding in key

by some. This option however undermines the
overall integrity of the walk and it needs to be
addressed in the walk planning and landscaping

leading to Wallace Hut. The toilet is proposed
to be accessed via a 5m walkway and to take
advantage of the natural fall of the ground to
establish at facility with a floor level approx 1m
above ground level. Steel deck would continue

not desirable. It is one thing to make

commence the walk experience.

that space for the people who occupy it but also

A key way to do this in the carpark precinct is to

the toilet block would comprise an enclosed

the surrounding table precinct. In this way three

focus attention on the provision of bike racks as

structure capped by a suspended slab. The walls

or four separate small groups can easily “fill up”

part of the gathering / information node. These

would be rock clad masonry. Excavation of

even a substantial picnic area.

make a very strong statement as to the fact that

approximately 1m would be required to embed

bikes are not meant to be taken any further.

the 2m high sub floor toilet structure in place.

of burnt snow gums that frame the

with its associated facilities from the

trail. This configuration was dictated

approach to the entry gate.

walk proper. In this they provide a

by environmental needs not to

single gateway transition point that

concentrate the parking experience

gives a concise beginning and end to

by expanding out laterally into the

the walk – an important part of the

surrounding vegetation. As such it is a

overall experience.

a strong aesthetic design statement

In view of the environmental sensitivity of the

in an open landscape around a

site, it is proposed that the inclusion of such

communal information node, quite

a node be undertaken via raised decking on

another to place the spotlight on a
toilet block. The discrete location
of the facility in amongst the snow
gums on the downslope just beyond
the gate is hence a given of the
landscape response.

the downslope, northern side of the road. This

Open plan seating by comparison is much less

decking provision will allow for the maintenance

demanding in terms of personal space and as

of vegetation beneath the deck. The use of

such an area using this response can cater for

cantilevered sections will also be undertaken to

multiple use (i.e. gathering place / eating place)

minimise the footings required and to keep any

better than one that uses formal picnic tables.

ground disturbance within the overall corridor

Hence if picnic facilities were to be

Bike racks as a management tool

envelope as defined by the outer edges of the

placed beyond the gate, it would

carpark bays.

present a strong proposition for

A further point to note as an issue needing a
landscaping response is one already referred to

relocating the gate to the rear of

This notion of providing an assembly point in

the facilities. This however would

the precinct actually informs the concept of the

significantly extend the present

picnic facilities to be provided. What is needed

corridor effect.

here is for a venue to be established slightly

into this plan. Namely this is the issue of subtly
encouraging people on push bikes not to take
them onto the track down to Wallace Hut.

conceptual responses that were

outside / apart from the dominant visitor flow

Given bikes are allowed to access this hut via

applied for the Rocky Valley Dam

patterns to provide a place of repose.

either the management trail down from the
carpark or the management trail leading up from

facilities.

the aqueduct trail it is not an option to prohibit
them.
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line will doubtless be worked out and followed

existing open area just beyond the current gate

territorial boundary that tends to claim not only

the natural point of entry to the

along the road corridor

seating and a situation apart from the main

The location of the toilet is proposed for the

visitor periods. A picnic table comes with a silent

point separating the arrival precinct

align facilities midway

as a walking track. The fact that you can legally

and reorientates from the transport process to

lying shrubs set against a backdrop

Axis along which to

and have lunch, morning tea etc. In this context,

overall trip aesthetic whereby the group reforms

leading up to the gate which marks

to any further landscaping responses.

Heritage Trail that it be unequivocally promoted

and practical reasons dictate this is

typically mark the trailhead entry

environmental constraints also applies

pleasant ambience can also serve as place to sit

Toilet location

this same pre gate precinct, aesthetic

marked especially in this area by low

this same consideration in terms of

It is however very important for Wallaces

experience.

by the 100 metre corridor carpark

given that must be worked with and

This same space with its open views and

entry gate in framing the overall walk

Gateways like this for example

Fundamentally these are the same

information / picnic node in the overall carpark

for the landscape response is to

amenities like the toilet block and

aesthetic in a wide open landscape

site two responses are needed.

In relation to the location of the single

Accordingly a key design proposition

influence on how the location of

This sense of arrival is compromised

To create a sense of arrival at this

Role of an assembly point
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responses.

A licensing condition of any guided walks
operating on tours to Wallace Hut or on any
portion of the Wallaces Heritage Trail should also
make clear that access must be by foot only.
Carpark capacit y
In view of the environmental sensitivity of the
site, there is little if any scope to incorporate
overflow parking capacity into the landscape
plans.
One way to address the longer term problem
of providing sufficient capacity at this point is
to strongly emphasise the role of the ride / walk
option for people staying at Falls Creek versus
the notion of them driving around the high
plains to access the walk of their choice.

along the entry verandah allowing for vegetation
growth under the deck. The main body of

Wallaces entr y signage

Wallaces

Wallaces

Heritage Trail 2km Wallaces

Heritage Trail 300mWallaces

Heritage Trail 2km

Heritage Trail 300m

4 roadside signs 1200*750mm

One double sided gateway entry sign
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Wallaces information / picnic node

Wallaces toilet
The toilet at Wallaces
Heritage Trail Trackhead
will be accessed via a level
5m walkway leading off
from the main entry path.
The natural fall of the
ground at this location
will see the entry deck
to the cubicles sitting
some 800–1000mm
above ground level.
This means that the sub
ground component of the
toilet system will require
excavation in the order
of 1m deep. The deck
will continue along the
verandah in order to allow
vegetation growth under
this element. Please note
no water / watertank is to
be provided on site.
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Information components

Interpretive signs on lookout platform

Wallaces Heritage Trail

The interpretive content at the Wallaces

Two interpretive signs each 800*550mm will

The signage at the trackhead carpark at Wallaces also links in with the information signage along the track. This is shown here by way of reference.

Heritage Trail carpark will comprise the custom

be located on the lookout platform

designed double sided information shelter and
Safety panel

General information panel on inside of main display

handrail. A significant additional point of reference

to be installed around the trail. These are included

The Bogong High Plains is an ancient
plain made up mainly of sedimentary rock
capped with basalt from lava flows from
between 65–23 million years ago.

The weather on the Bogong High Plains can
change dramatically with very little warning.

The landscape has largely been formed by
river erosion rather than the sharp cutting
processes of uplifting and glacial erosion
found in younger mountain ranges across
the world.

A clear blue sky can change within minutes
to produce cold, wet, windy weather.

Leave no trace.
Please respect the traditional

here by way of reference.

an ancient campground

basalt and the high plains

for this site is also the suite of 9 interpretive signs

Aboriginal owners and their country as

Even in summer snow is not uncommon.

well as other visitors by aiming to leave
the area as you found it.

Use a fuel stove –
quicker and cleaner for you, better

Since the dawn of time the trees here would have
sheltered the Aboriginal people who gathered on
the high country every summer to
feast on bogong moths and conduct
intertribal ceremonies.

Here the basalt has acted like a cap sitting
on top of the landscape, protecting it from
the erosion that elsewhere has resulted
in the steep mountain valleys fringing the
high country.

This ancient custodial link was broken in the
1850s when the impacts of European
settlement in the region devastated traditional
Aboriginal lifestyles.

This fine grained igneous rock was very
valuable to Aboriginal people as it could be
ground to form the sharp edge needed for
tools like axes.

In recognition and respect of ongoing cultural heritage, a
meeting of some 80 traditional owners from across the
Australian Alps was held in 2005.
As a result the Victorian Alps Traditional Owner Reference
Group was formed. They work closely with park managers
and promote the continuing connections between
Aboriginal people, their ancestors and their land.
Traditional owners in the Alpine region are the Bidawal,
Dhuduroa, Gunai/Kurnai, Jaithmathung, Mitambuta,
Monero-Ngarigo, Ngarigo and Taungurung peoples.

for the bush. Open wood fires are not

The position of the main interpretation display will

Many of the snow gums around Wallace Hut

Carry it in, carry it out.

From here you are looking across the small drainage basin to the top of Basalt Hill.

Whatever it is, don’t burn bury or leave

Winter ski touring

anything.

Australia’s finest ski touring country.

allow for the fact that the main orientation / track

Got to go?

roads and tracks obvious in summer will be covered by snow.

WALLACES HERITAGE TRAIL
length: 5.6km / time: 2–3hrs / grade: moderate

While some snowpole lines exist across the high plains, these

Use a toilet, or take a walk – at least
100 paces from water and campsites.

do not replace the need to have and be able to use a map and

Dig 15cm deep and cover well.

compass. Visibility can deteriorate rapidly and without warning,
making it necessary to navigate between poles!
•
•
•

widen tracks or take shortcuts – even if

•

This open, evenly graded path is suitable for people of limited mobility.

Be sure to carry with you an emergency bivvy bag, spare

edge and be easily seen by people walking along
the carpark and up towards the gate.

Do not attempt to walk or ski on
Rocky Valley Dam – even if it
appears to be frozen. The ice will
not support your weight.

Safety checklist

Stroll down the track from here to

journals and the yarns became legend.

drought relief.

of the State Electricity Commission

The Wallace family grazed their cattle
on the Bogong High Plains between
1869 and 1914.

while they built weather stations and
made observations.
A new iron roof was added over the
wooden shingles in the 1940s.
At this time, the Rover Scouts took
over responsibility for the hut.
It became

grazing memories

an important
refuge and

Billy Kelly – an Omeo resident from a 5th generation
cattlemans family – was 12 when she first joined her dad on a trip with the cattle in the mountains.

destination
for walkers and

“What happens is you take them up and then they disperse around cause there’s no fences up there. One of the things we did when we went up
there was to feed them salt cause there was a lack of salt in the grass. With the salting you were just up there for a couple of days and could just
go up with two people so a lot of the time it was just dad and me and that was really nice.

skiers.

Archaeological surveys confirmed evidence of

It’s adrenalin too of course – you’re focussed on what you’ve got to do. You’ve got trees, obstacles, rocks, bogs – creeks
you’ve got to get over – and you’ve got to be careful with the horse – cause the last thing you want to do is damage your
horse – so you’ve got to concentrate on the task at hand – and then afterwards you go – Oh wasn’t that good.”

thousands of years of Aboriginal visits and
occupation at hut sites, just like this one.

track meets the trail along the aqueduct.
Watch for trout fingerlings in the water.

You’ll pass by Rover Chalet. Enjoy the

At the settling pond on the aqueduct the

Section of the Wallaces Heritage Trail leading up
from Cope Hut to the Bogong High Plains Road.

converge and stories and
experiences overlap.

jumper, hat and gloves

views out over Middle Creek valley.

High Plains, the ground between

energy food and water

Wallaces Hut and Cope Hut is

Protect yourself
and the environment

PREPARATION and FACILITIES
This track up the hill is part of the

After a short section it connects with a

Australian Alps Walking Track.

firetrail to leading up to Cope Hut.

one such place.
Wallaces Heritage Trail offers you

no difficulty following the route comfortably.
 Bush / pit toilets are located along the trail at both Wallace and Cope Huts.

Past Cope Hut you head up to the road

Follow the snow poles to Wallaces Hut.

and connect with the snow pole line.

Retrace your steps back to the carpark.

Whenever you see a tree up here on the
high plains – call it a snowgum. Snowgums
are the only trees in Australia able to grow
in these high sub alpine areas.

 Be sure to stop and enjoy the views and information along the way. To help you better
experience the stories along the trail, a series of interpretive signs are in place along its length.

the chance to explore this country

These are located in places that are also nice spots to stop in their own right, so remember to

on one of Australia’s finest short

information easily without having to actually enter

snowgums – a subalpine icon

 The track is well marked along its length and people of average fitness and mobility should have

stop and take in the views and ambience of these signage points.

walk experiences.

While they seem to occur at random across
the high country, snowgums are actually
very selective about the places they grow.
Soggy ground in along cold air drainage
lines is one place you definitely wont
find them!

the information / picnic node should they not

Instead they favour well drained hillside
areas where they commonly occur
alongside any major rock outcrops.

after the fire

The water channel is part of a
network of aqueducts built to deliver
extra water to Rocky Valley Dam.

Many of the snowgums you see here were badly burnt in the
2003 fires that swept across the Australian Alps.
While these fires destroyed the above ground snowgum
stems they rarely killed the tree itself which has a major

The aqueduct catches water that would
normally flow downhill into Middle Creek
and away from the dam.

lignotuber buried bellow the ground from which it can
regenerate.

Rocks are great solar collectors that
can significantly warm and modify their
immediate environment.

You can see this process or regeneration occurring here as
the green stems from the new growth gradually sweep up
to hide the branch skeletons that now stand tracing out the

Rocky Valley Dam was
constructed in the 1950s
as part of the Kiewa
Hydroelectric
Scheme.

path of the wildfire.

Snowgums also tend to cluster together
finding protection in numbers to survive the
extremes of living in a cold climate.

Today Rover Chalet appears a
bit out of place, isolated from all

no place
like home

Water held in the
dam is channelled
through pipes to the

People were few and far between
in the Kiewa Valley prior to the

McKay Creek Power Station
on the western fall of the high plains.

construction of the hydroelectric
scheme. By 1951 however over 3400
workers – many of them migrants

You won’t see much of the scheme as most
of it is buried beneath the surface, where a

leaving Europe after World War II –
were resident here with their families.

network of connecting tunnels deliver water to
underground power stations.

the search for gold

the odd chalet out

the power of water

route leaves the road & heads up the hill.

Here in the heart of the Bogong


 Carry sunscreen and insect repellent, a first aid kit and plenty of high
Wear a sun hat and sturdy shoes / boots with good grip

the other lodges at Falls Creek.
This is because it was built in
1940 before Falls Creek existed
or the road to Rocky Valley Dam
was constructed.
The Bogong High Plains Road
paved the way for early ski
resort development and made
the challenge of reaching Rover

During the 1850s another layer of
pathways were developing, tracks
trudged by hopeful gold-diggers.

Instead of trekking in from the Mitta Mitta valley or Mount Hotham,
people could take the shorter route from the dam.
It also helped with renovations in 1953. A new
kitchen was installed complete with a huge
cast iron stove pushed overland on greased

You can see an exposed quartz vein in the rock

poles from the dam site.

just across from this sign.

the hydro legacy

Summer access became even easier in the
mid 1960s when the
road was extended
east to connect

More dramatically than
the dams and aqueducts,

Early days at Falls Creek

with Omeo.

it was the roads of the

Chalet easier.

To house them work on the

Kiewa Hydro Scheme that

construction of the Mount Beauty

changed the face of the

township commenced in 1946.

high plains.

Conceived as a well designed model

These provided people

town, it used prefabricated buildings
Construction work commenced on the Rocky Valley
Dam in 1948 and took just over ten years to complete.

Track note panel facing main thoroughfare

needs to be positioned in a “through flow” area

the surrounding valleys.

place where paths naturally

 Let someone know where you are going before you set off.
 Carry and know how to use a topographic map and compass
 Take wind and waterproof jacket and overpants, woollen (or polarfleece)

wish to. The point here is that this information

Many of the stories found their way into club

horses were brought to the high plains for

The snowpole trail leading back to

Continue on down the hill to where the

Wallaces Hut. Be sure to take time to
explore this historic hut .

crossroads in a landscape, a

 Take a tent, sleeping bag and fuel stove for overnight camps.

The idea here is that they can access this

huts for shelter.

plains became a feature of life for families in

walk offers striking views.

Sometimes you arrive at a

Heritage places are a link to memories of people and the past. Huts are
for emergency shelter only. Enjoy a visit to a hut, but do not use it for

country they met cattlemen and used the

Their annual cattle runs to and from the high

1900s large numbers of sheep, cattle and

Wallace Hut was used by employees

Aboriginal relics and artefacts.

These quarrying activities have meant that the dark grey of the basalt is today a significant colour in the local landscape.

As bushwalkers and skiers explored the high

yards and huts across the high country.

In the severe drought years of the early

Wallaces Hut in the final section of the

ski tip or snowshoes, goggles and whistle.
Respect heritage.

accommodation. Always carry and sleep in your tent.

These fires scoured large areas of the landscape
revealing a previously hidden abundance of

From the late 1920s to the mid 1940s

Cattlemen established a network of tracks,

reliable source of summer feed.

down to Wallace Hut.

Let someone know where you are going and when you
expect to return.

it’s muddy or dusty.

towards Rocky Valley Dam.
Rock quarried from Basalt Hill was used to construct the dam wall in the 1950s.

more about the hut

Summer grazing began in the 1850s as a

SHORT WALK OPTION: If you are short of time you can still enjoy the 1km return stroll

Ski only on groomed or marked rails that are within your
ability and do not ski alone.

Whether walking, riding or driving don’t

2003 fires that swept across the Australian Alps.

Always ski under control and give way to downhill skiers
and keep to the left.

Stay on track.

information panel will face out to the carpark

basalt hill

Excellent map and compass (navigational) skills are vital as

With simple tools (most likely a broadaxe,
crosscut saw and an adze), brothers Arthur,
William and Stewart Wallace built the hut with
timber found nearby.

The hut provided welcome shelter for
the graziers after a long day in
the saddle.

were fortunate to remain unburnt in the major

If you’ve travelled from Falls Creek you will likely have seen the major rock quarry on the hill’s northern side facing across

The open, undulating Bogong High Plains boast some of

Handmade in 1889 from snow gum slabs and roofed
with woollybutt shingles, Wallace Hut has survived the
extremes of the Victorian high country. .

Each year they would drive the stock up for four
days to reach the summer feed.

always a good location

permitted on Mt Bogong or on any of
its approaches.

high country grazing

enduring the elements

imported from England.

with easy access to

The town became the first large

previously remote regions.

township in the history of the

Middle Creek

Upper Kiewa Valley.

red robin
mine

Hardly a town in Victoria’s high country
escaped the affects of gold.

The highest in Australia and

Virtually all the local townships originally

country is located just 12 km

now one of few remaining
gold mines in the high
away.

existed purely because of the precious yellow metal.

The Red Robin Reef was

Gold was first discovered in Omeo in late1851.

discovered in 1941 by Bill
Spargo from Mount Hotham

Beechworth to the north and across the mountains was next to
reveal its treasure. From then on there was much traffic between
the two towns and Government officials attempted to blaze tracks
over most of the country.

whilst gold panning. While
taking a break he noticed 2
robins having a squabble.
On closer inspection he
discovered a quartz reef with
gold glinting in the sun light.

Track 107 just to the east of here linked the Ovens Valley and the
gold fields of the Mitta Mitta valley.

Reef mining c.1870s

two interpretive signs on the outer edge of the

Most of the mining was for alluvial gold. Sometimes miners
would prospect their way up the creek line in search of
the ‘mother lode’ – the original source of the gold. If
any was found it could lead to a deeper reef mine.
Stamp batteries were needed to crush the rock and
release it’s treasure.

Chalet life c.1940s style (scene from Mt Hotham)

I know the hut’s around here somewhere ...

in making this crucial orientation information
available to people even in peak flow periods.
At first glance you may feel

The opposite side of the display by contrast

of moths & monsters

you are in a remote landscape

For many thousands of years I felt only the soft footfall

largely untouched by people –

dogs. Tribes such as the Jaithmathang, Gunai/Kurnau,

of Aboriginal people and the gentle pad of their dingo

but look closer.

At the end of the 1860s other fair-faced men started to

While the cattle were still happily munching on high

established. Grazing continued here for a time though,
until Maisie’s work contributed to the decision in 2005 to

tow in 1951.

exclude grazing from the park.

Kiewa River and other nearby catchments to generate

of silt and science

of today and tomorrow

hydroelectricity.

Even before the dams the hydro men built here started to

All kinds of people have created pathways in the high

fill, people had been worried about erosion from the high

country – foresters and timber cutters, bushwalkers and

cross the high plains. They came on horses and brought

plains plants, different people came – with yet more ideas
of how the landscape could be used. These were the

of hoof prints

gold but grass. They built huts like the one near here –

engineers working for the State Electricity Commission

Wallace Hut – one of the oldest in the high country.

of Victoria. Their dream was to harness water from the

at night they feared the
Dulagars – hairy monsters
which they talked of around
campfires. Where were they
going? To meet others for
ceremonies, socialising, to find
wives, swap tools or to settle feuds.
But at the centre of all this was feasting.
A wide array of foods became available in the
summer and the favourite for feasts was the big,
fat, juicy Bogong moth.

time – came the Europeans. They called themselves
explorers and they walked the same pathways as had the
Aboriginal people. They sometimes even had Aboriginal
guides to show them the way.
Above the trudge of their sturdy boots and the thud of
their horses hooves I could hear many new languages –

These moths migrate here in millions to escape the

hungry Hereford cattle for nearly 150 years. Where
once there were thousands, their numbers became just

The first ones who came in the 1920s were recording

hundreds until the fires of 2003. After that they came no

snow depth and water levels. Some of them lived in

more.

country clogging local streams and reservoirs.

tourists, botanists and artists. Many still do.

Wallaces Hut right through winter, then later at Wilkinsons

To see what effect cattle were having on me, scientists

What is most exciting for me

Lodge which they built in 1933. Others followed with

came to conduct research here. Maisie Fawcett is the

today is to feel the tread again of

English, German, Polish –and names such as Baron von

machines that cut out the roads, tunnels,

one I remember most. On horseback and on foot she

those dispossessed peoples who

Mueller, John Lhotsky and Angus McMillan.

aqueducts and dam walls needed to turn

came to inspect the enclosed plots she set up in 1945

first walked this way.

their electric dream into reality.

and 46 just over the hill from here.

of golden glints
Many of these pale skinned folks sought not moths but
gold. Mount Fainter on the edge of the Bogong High
Plains yielded a little, but most of the miners were on
their way to bigger fields like Omeo or Mount Wills. These

heat of the flat lands to the west.

The sheep stopped coming here in 1946, but I felt the

This eventually happened gradually from 1979 onwards
until in 1989 the Alpine National Park was finally

country so too did skiers who took at residence at Falls

Less than 200 years ago – a blink of the eye in my

They journeyed by day, for

The roads they built changed things here. At the same
time as construction workers moved up into the high

Creek in 1946 followed by the construction of the first ski

Dhudhuroa and the Taungurung have travelled here each

country?

“chimney” structure oriented at 90˚ to these

of power & skis

year when the snow melted.

of this wild looking high

country pathways. The information panel on the

too are the people who dined on them and danced in the
mountains.

of herds that roam
with them herds of cattle and sheep. They sought not

How can we read the heritage

contains the main interpretive content on high

When the Aboriginals were here the sky turned black
with them. Nowadays there are fewer moths – but fewer

Unlike most other huts that were built by cattlemen, Cope
Hut here was the first purpose built tourist structure on the
high plains.
Sited at the head of the valley, with fine views,
water on tap and bunks for 8 people, Cope
Hut went straight to the top of the high country
accommodation list.

Even after Maisie stopped coming others followed to

Aboriginal people, who were torn
from their Country and sent to

reduce blazing as the cattlemen had argued and that

live in missions – are returning to

cattle were harmful to my fragile ecology.

their tribal lands.

high country recreation
The major impetus for the hut came
from Robert ‘Wilkie’ Wilkinson of

people carried few possessions, but many dreams,

people tried over many decades from the 1930s onwards
to have my land reserved as a national park.

Today the Bogong Alpine Parkway invites you to easily explore a region once
inaccessible to all but the hardy few who were prepared for the travails of travel in
the mountains.

Cope Hut was built in 1929 with

safety information panel.

The VHCHA was formed in 2003 after the disastrous bushfires that year in an estimated 25% of huts in the high
country were lost including the historic Horsehair Hut, the oldest cattleman’s hut in the alpine area.
The association’s mission is to assist with the management, conservation and rebuilding of huts and associated
structures in the High Country of Victoria in partnership with Parks Victoria and the Department of Sustainability and

Their stories remain etched into the fabric of the mountains. The High
Country Pathways project has been developed to connect you

Environment.
The association welcomes new volunteers who would like to become involved in
conserving the high country’s huts. (www.vhcha.org.au)

with these stories as easily as the discovery trail itself
provides you with access to the high country.
In particular be sure to enjoy the audio tour that has
been developed to accompany you on your travels.
Visit
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au
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the Victorian Alps. It provided
accommodation for the 10 day Skyline

Department Design.

panels contains the generic minimal impact /

In addition, two interpretive signs 800*550mm

Access pathway to get main

will be installed on the outer edge of the platform.

walking track information

and follow the links.
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Cope was a new kind of hut for

who successfully lobbied for skier

government funds to a Public Works

victorian high country huts association

As a result of this careful planning,

the Ski Club of Victoria and others
accommodation on the high plains.

The with the scientists, bushwalkers and other far sighted

dreamt in many tongues.

high country pathways audio tour

They were part of a series of experimental plots
established in 1945 to examine the impacts of
grazing on alpine vegetation – many of which have
been monitored continuously since that time.

Cattle selectively graze many
soft fleshy plants (often colourful
wildflowers) as well as short
palatable shrubs.

The results clearly showed that grazing by cattle

Their trampling and grazing resulted in

has substantial impacts on the composition and
structure of sub alpine vegetation.

more bare ground which increases the
risk of soil erosion and provides sites
for flammable shrub establishment.

With mountain huts however, the challenge is
to find them before you can use them.

Descendents of the last local

continue her work. This showed that grazing did not

science in high places
Not far from here are 2 ecological
research sites known as
‘Maisie’s Plots’.

Tours. As a bush experience it was
the real deal. Sleeping out in swags
was often necessary given the limited
capacity of the mountain huts.

This can be difficult in
good weather and –
if you are not self
sufficient in
camping gear –
life threatening
in bad.

conserving the alps – a 50 year battle
From here you can look out to the horizon
across a vast protected area, the Alpine
National Park. But it wasn’t always this way.

The struggle for the park dates back to 1939 when bushwalkers, conservationists and
scientists tried unsuccessfully to have all land above 1200 metres protected.
A break through came when the Land Conservation Council recommended to
Government the creation of a series of smaller national parks across the Victorian
Alps. Pressure to connect these reserves into a single unified national park
mounted over the 1980s against a backdrop of controversy in relation to the future
of timber harvesting and cattle grazing.
Finally, in 1989, a compromise was reached and the long held dream of
establishing the Alpine National Park became a reality.

part of Australia’s national heritage
Further north across the NSW and ACT borders the Alpine National
Park joins Kosciuszko and Namadgi national parks to form the bulk of the
Australian Alps national parks – a 1.6 million hectare conservation zone of

testing a theory

international significance.
In addition the natural, Indigenous and historic values of these parks have

Maisie Fawcett noticed that bare patches of earth caused

now been recognised as worthy of national heritage listing.

by trampling were recolonised by shrubs – not grasses or
plants like snow daises and billy buttons.
They needed the shelter of the shrubs to re-establish
themselves. Once they did this however they were eaten
by cattle.
Maisie thought that, if cattle were excluded, the plot
would initially have an increased shrub growth in its bare
patches, but that as these shrubs died-off, the fenced area
would be full of fleshy-leaved plants amongst the tussocks
of grass. This is exactly what happened.

This view highlights the location of
Maisie’s plot just across the road
from here.

a very rich operation in its
opening days, returning
100 ounces to the ton in
some places.

where there is little incentive for people to gather
in front of it and block access to it. This will assist

Bill’s Red Robin Mine was

3.3

TRAPYARD GAP

CONTE X T
For people travelling up onto the high plains
from the Mitta Valley, Trapyard Gap is a major
node with a very significant gateway role to play

section 3:

and one which needs to strongly encourage
visitors to pull over and engage with. For those
travelling eastwards down into the Mitta Valley,

MAJOR NODE

the site is only a minor node and it is of less
importance as to whether or not they choose to

landscape and signage

pull over and experience the site.
Trapyard Gap is also the point at which the

components

road section up over the high plains is closed in
winter and as such it has significant seasonal use
as the “end of the road” carpark used by cross
country skiers travelling to the high plains. This
use in particular argues strongly for the inclusion
of undercover picnic facilities on site so as to
provide a sheltered gathering / final packing
point people can use in bad weather. Currently

3.3

there is an information bay located on site. This
is proposed to be replaced with a bogong roof

Trapyard Gap

display unit under the new landscaping options.
Facilities

Picnic Area

The site’s facilities will prominently seen when
approaching from east heading up onto the high
plains and this will assist with the uptake in use
of the site by people travelling in this direction.
The visual presence is much less pronounced
travelling down the hill. This however is not
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seen as a major problem, though location of the
main entry sign can make sure the site is easily
recognised from either direction.

Utilit y benches
Instead of including an actual picnic table in the
landscape ensemble, the idea for both here (and

As with all other major node venues along the

for Rocky Valley Dam) is to use timber plinths

road, a series of two anticipatory signs from

that can function as seats/ benches/ tables

either direction (i.e. a total of 4 per site) will be

without taking control of the overall space in the

installed. These would say “Trapyard Gap picnic

way that an actual picnic table does.

and information area 2km” and “Trapyard Gap

•

positioning of signage

•

Design of Information facility

•

Design of Major Entry signage

•

Design of Node and Directional signage as
appropriate

•

Design of Interpretive panels with themes
focussing on the history, development and
natural values of the high plains

Scope of works

picnic and information area 300m”. They will

•

Consideration of, and advice to be give to

help make sure people get the chance to make a

•

Landscape design plan to provide for -

Parks Victoria regarding the placement of a

decision as to whether or not they wish to stop

•

Grand ‘Sense of Arrival’ into park (reflective

second ‘gateway entry’ sign that marks the

design/theme to Rocky Valley Site only on

entrance to the Bogong High Plains proper,

smaller scale)

at a suitable location beyond Trapyard Gap –

delineation of appropriate car parking,

subsequent design of signage as required

at the venue prior to actually encountering it.
This site is an important node for orientating

•

people prior to their trip up onto the high

that considers safe vehicle / pedestrian

plains and to encourage them to think about
overnighting in Falls Creek if they haven’t already
done so. The node also needs to encourage
them to be sure to stop off at the Wallaces
Heritage Trail en route.
Shelter
A highly desirable inclusion for the site is the
addition of an undercover picnic area providing
shelter from the rain. This is particularly useful
for cyclists travelling along the road and using
the venue as a lunch spot. It is also very valuable
for people using the site as a winter trackhead.
It means they can use the shelter to regroup
and get organised after disembarking from their
cars).

interaction
•

positioning of Information facility

•

positioning of appropriate day use facilities

Trapyard orientation signage

One double sided gateway entry sign
4 roadside signs 1200*750mm

Trapyard Gap 2km

Trapyard Gap 300m
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Trapyard Gap 2km

Trapyard Gap 300m

INFORMATION CONTENT: 2 L ARGE DISPL AY
PANEL S IN SHELTER E ACH 220 0*120 0mm
The traditional owners in the Alpine region – the Bidawal, Dhuduroa, Gunai/Kurnai, Jaithmathung,
Mitambuta, Monero-Ngarigo, Ngarigo and Taungurung peoples – welcome you to their Country.
For Aboriginal people, the alpine area has always been a meeting place.
Their ancestors would travel here each summer to feast on bogong moths and undertake inter tribal
trade and ceremonies. Today traditional owners work closely with park managers and promote the
continuing connections between Aboriginal people, their ancestors and their land.

section 4:

travel slowly ... stop often
the mitta valley

MINOR NODE

Even when it’s not echoing to the sound of melted snow flows in spring and
early summer, the Mitta Valley is a landscape dominated by its rivers.

the alpine valleys

wallaces heritage trail

The wide open valleys tell the story of a landscape carved by the power of

The Bogong Alpine Way travels along the East Kiewa

the high plains

River Valley between Mount Beauty and Falls Creek.

While the High Plains section of the Bogong Alpine Way is only open to vehicles

Along the way you can enjoy memorable short walks like

when the winter snows have melted, the parkway is still used and enjoyed across

the track to Fainter Falls and historic precincts like the

all four seasons. From the roadway a network of linked tracks spread out across

To spend some time in the valley is to discover the subtle variety of its

the open expanses of the high plains. Of these the management tracks with locked

birdlife and the welcoming ambience of the open eucalypt forests. As with

gates are open to cyclists, walkers and skiers to explore. Walking tracks however

all sections of the Bogong Alpine Way, this region also provides a wonderful

are closed to cyclists.

region to explore by bike.

Bogong Village which began life as a construction camp for
the Kiewa Hydro electric scheme in the 1930s.

water and the roadways twist and turn in and around each river bend. This

your trip across the High Plains section of the

the valley a mecca for kayakers, picknichers, campers and fishermen alike.

Bogong Alpine Way, exploring the Wallaces

Several roadside stops provide a chance to pull over and enjoy
the dramatic scenery while a short side trip up to Big Hill Lookout
is recommended.

If you’ve only got time to do one thing on

easy and direct access to many different points along the river banks make

Heritage Trail would be the thing to do.

overnight on the high plains

Sometimes you arrive at a crossroads in a

No trip to the Bogong High Plains is really complete without the

converge and stories and experiences overlap.

experience of an overnight stay in the high country.

Located in the heart of the Bogong High Plains,

Allied to the sights and sounds of early evening and morning is the

the ground between Wallace Hut and Cope Hut

experience of the night sky seen through the thin crisp alpine air.

is one such place.

the walk of your choice and let your feet do the rest.

In addition to the option of camping on the high plains, the Falls Creek
resort is now open on a year round basis to provide you with an ideal
base camp from which to explore the iconic landscapes and walks for

A feature of the valley is the network of
management trails that connect with parkway.

Safety panel 1800*1100mm

These provide cyclists and walkers with an

landscape and signage

landscape, a place where paths naturally

A good option for exploring the region from a base at Falls Creek is to ride out to

Wallaces Heritage Trail offers you the chance
to explore this country on one of Australia’s

which the region is renowned.

finest short walk experiences. The 5.6km walk

Even if you’ve not planned to stay over in advance, just drop into the

takes around 2–3hrs to complete.

components

resort’s visitor centre for help and advice in organising an impromptu

almost unlimited array of opportunities to explore

overnight stay.

the tall alpine forests found along the west of the
high plains.

The weather on the Bogong High Plains can
change dramatically with very little warning.
A clear blue sky can change within minutes
to produce cold, wet, windy weather.

Leave no trace.
Please respect the traditional
Aboriginal owners and their country as

Even in summer snow is not uncommon.

well as other visitors by aiming to leave
the area as you found it.

Use a fuel stove –
quicker and cleaner for you, better
for the bush. Open wood fires are not
permitted on Mt Bogong or on any of
its approaches.

the subalpine
world ...

subalpine flowers ...

Whatever it is, don’t burn bury or leave

Winter ski touring

anything.

are a major feature of the subalpine world when they burst into prominence
as the snows melt each year. Their diversity and profusion of colour and
form presents a stunning introduction to the short growing season these
plants must contend with.

is a place where plants and animals have to

Carry it in, carry it out.

endure low temperatures all year round and much
of the precipitation is in the form of snow and ice.

The open, undulating Bogong High Plains boast some of
Australia’s finest ski touring country.
Excellent map and compass (navigational) skills are vital as

Got to go?

roads and tracks obvious in summer will be covered by snow.
While some snowpole lines exist across the high plains, these

Use a toilet, or take a walk – at least
100 paces from water and campsites.

do not replace the need to have and be able to use a map and

Dig 15cm deep and cover well.

compass. Visibility can deteriorate rapidly and without warning,
making it necessary to navigate between poles!
•

Always ski under control and give way to downhill skiers

The trees are stunted and often twisted away from
the prevailing winds.
The understorey of this zone is either low
growing shrubs or grasses and herbs.

and keep to the left.
Stay on track.

•

Ski only on groomed or marked rails that are within your
ability and do not ski alone.

Whether walking, riding or driving don’t
•

widen tracks or take shortcuts – even if

Let someone know where you are going and when you
expect to return.

it’s muddy or dusty.
•

Be sure to carry with you an emergency bivvy bag, spare
ski tip or snowshoes, goggles and whistle.

Respect heritage.
Heritage places are a link to memories of people and the past. Huts are
for emergency shelter only. Enjoy a visit to a hut, but do not use it for

Do not attempt to walk or ski on
Rocky Valley Dam – even if it
appears to be frozen. The ice will
not support your weight.

accommodation. Always carry and sleep in your tent.

Safety checklist
 Let someone know where you are going before you set off.
 Carry and know how to use a topographic map and compass
 Take wind and waterproof jacket and overpants, woollen (or polarfleece)
jumper, hat and gloves

 Wear a sun hat and sturdy shoes / boots with good grip
 Carry sunscreen and insect repellent, a first aid kit and plenty of high
energy food and water

 Take a tent, sleeping bag and fuel stove for overnight camps.

Protect yourself
and the environment

subalpine
woodland ...
occurs on the more sheltered areas of the
undulating plateaus of the subalpine zone. It
is dominated by snow gums – the only tree
species able to grow at this altitude.
At the highest and coldest elevations,
snowgums grow in shrub or mallee form
(stunted with many stems). They are not
found in rocky, stony or waterlogged areas.

Here at 1450m at Trapyard Gap you’re
standing at an entry point to the subalpine world
that rises up to the high plains.
Heading up the road, the forest changes significantly as snowgums
claim the tree canopy for their own and the denser montane forests
around you give way to the more open, sub alpine meadows for
which the high country is renowned.
If you’re traveling in a car though, you’ll need to watch out carefully
or you could miss one of the Bogong Alpine Way’s highlights.
With only some 10km left to the high plains from here, be sure to
travel slowly and stop often to be part of the natural story unfolding
around you.
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cold air drainage ...

In the alpine aone above the treeline, it is always treeless, but cold air drainage also produces treeless communities in valleys below the treeline.
On clear, still nights, cold air drains into basin-like valleys, creating alpine conditions at lower elevations.

Snow gums grow on the rims of such valleys and on the knolls above them, thus inverting the treeline. Frost hollows are a major feature of the subalpine zone.
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4.1

ROPER LOOKOUT

CARPARK
This trackhead for the Roper Lookout
walk also functions as an important
park entry portal. The existing display

Scope of Works (indicative):
•

appropriate car parking & sign

shelter on site will be replaced with
the new model to present an even
ensemble of display shelters across the

positioning
•

Facility)
•

sided display shelter at this location
provides the chance to include

Design 3 x Interpretive Panels – (to
be installed in existing Information

high plains.
In addition the use of a new double

Landscape design plan to delineate

Design Node, Trailhead &
Directional signage as appropriate

•

Design appropriate risk/advisory

additional information over and above

sign - that captures existing park

that currently displayed on site.

and Rocky Valley Dam risk &

Also important here is the inclusion of

advisory information, to rationalize

bike racks in order to support the ride/

and standardize messaging

The existing
information

walk message and to make the point

shelter at

people need to leave their bike here.

Roper Lookout
Trackhead is to be
replaced with the
new information
structure
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4.2

INFORMATION CONTENT: 2 L ARGE DISPL AY
PANEL S IN SHELTER E ACH 220 0*120 0mm

Safety panel 1800*1100mm

The weather on the Bogong High Plains can
change dramatically with very little warning.
A clear blue sky can change within minutes
to produce cold, wet, windy weather.

Leave no trace.
Please respect the traditional
Aboriginal owners and their country as

FISHERMANS POINT

This site provides access to one of two boat

Currently there are a series of picnic tables

launching ramps on the reservoir. It also serves

located on the small peninsula leading down

as a de facto trackhead to the Heathy Spur

to lake. It is recommended that these be

walking track that leads off from the area some

consolidated into a smaller precinct adjacent to

150m along the road.

the road so as not to encourage dispersed access

Even in summer snow is not uncommon.

well as other visitors by aiming to leave
the area as you found it.

This site has the potential to be a very significant

Use a fuel stove –
quicker and cleaner for you, better
for the bush. Open wood fires are not
permitted on Mt Bogong or on any of
its approaches.

Carry it in, carry it out.
Whatever it is, don’t burn bury or leave

Winter ski touring

anything.

An additional issue to be addressed on site is the

across an area with no properly formed tracks.

visitor facility on the lake edge. Such an upgrade

In terms of parking, the area actually has ample

however lies outside both the scope and budget

existing roadside verges well away from the

of the current project. Accordingly the response

main road corridor already n place. It is hence

of this plan is to simply tidy up the area’ signage

recommended to not formalise any parking on

and facilities by way of a holding pattern

site at this stage. Such action would however

pending a more comprehensive approach to the

be an integral part of a future all of precinct

site.

landscape upgrade.

fact that it is currently called Rocky Valley Picnic
Area. This is potentially very confusing given the
new Rocky Valley picnic and lookout area going
in across the other side of the dam wall. The
name of the site should hence be changed to
Fishermans Point.
Scope of Works (indicative):

The open, undulating Bogong High Plains boast some of
Australia’s finest ski touring country.
Excellent map and compass (navigational) skills are vital as

Got to go?

roads and tracks obvious in summer will be covered by snow.

Use a toilet, or take a walk – at least

While some snowpole lines exist across the high plains, these

100 paces from water and campsites.

do not replace the need to have and be able to use a map and

Dig 15cm deep and cover well.

compass. Visibility can deteriorate rapidly and without warning,

•

Landscape design plan to delineate

making it necessary to navigate between poles!
•

Always ski under control and give way to downhill skiers
and keep to the left.

Stay on track.

•

Ski only on groomed or marked rails that are within your
ability and do not ski alone.

Whether walking, riding or driving don’t
•

widen tracks or take shortcuts – even if

Let someone know where you are going and when you
expect to return.

it’s muddy or dusty.
•

Heritage places are a link to memories of people and the past. Huts are
for emergency shelter only. Enjoy a visit to a hut, but do not use it for

Do not attempt to walk or ski on
Rocky Valley Dam – even if it
appears to be frozen. The ice will
not support your weight.

accommodation. Always carry and sleep in your tent.

Safety checklist

appropriate car parking & sign positioning

Be sure to carry with you an emergency bivvy bag, spare
ski tip or snowshoes, goggles and whistle.

Respect heritage.

 Let someone know where you are going before you set off.
 Carry and know how to use a topographic map and compass
 Take wind and waterproof jacket and overpants, woollen (or polarfleece)
jumper, hat and gloves

 Wear a sun hat and sturdy shoes / boots with good grip
 Carry sunscreen and insect repellent, a first aid kit and plenty of high
energy food and water

 Take a tent, sleeping bag and fuel stove for overnight camps.

Protect yourself
and the environment

•

Design Node, Trailhead & Directional signage
as appropriate

•

Design appropriate risk/advisory sign - that
captures existing park and Rocky Valley Dam
risk & advisory information, to rationalize
and standardize messaging

On the 7th January 2003 a dry, lightning filled thunderstorm rolled
across the Australian Alps leaving behind some 87 separate fires
burning in its wake.
These fires ignited in some of the most inaccessible parts of Victoria
in a tinder dry countryside in the midst of a prolonged drought.
Eight of these fires were unable to be contained and joined together
to form what at that time was the largest fire in Victoria since the
1939 “Black Friday” bushfires.

INFORMATION CONTENT: 1 small entr y sign

The main fire burnt over 13,000 km² over 59 days before it was
contained on 7 March 2003.

From Ropers Lookout, a layer of green regrowth can now be seen
re-emerging from under the canopy of burnt alpine ash trunks

Here in the high plains region, the fires left a major path of
destruction across both the snow gum communities of the subalpine

The extent to which the fire threatened Falls Creek is dramatically
etched in the burnt trees now fringing the village.

region and the fringing forests of alpine ash.
Fortunately major infrastructure like the Falls Creek village was
saved, though as the opposite view of the village taken six years
later shows, it clearly felt the heat of the fire.
Today as you walk out to Ropers Lookout, signs of the fires’ impacts
on the vegetation can be seen all around you.

woolly jumpers

recovery
In time, the grey
stems of the burnt
vegetation retreat
into the landscape

Soon after fire, many eucalypts are able to
produce new growth from special epicormic
buds under the bark.
This growth covers the trunk and branches in
new leaves, like a woolly jumper, and allows
the tree to make food. In time this tree will
return to its normal appearance.

While the regeneration process is now well established, and a
carpet of green is now seen re-emerging from under the grey stems
of burnt alpine ash, the fire’s effects will impact on the local ecology
into the future.
Just as the legacy of the 1939 fires can still be mapped in the high
country vegetation, so too will the mark of the 2003 fires be there for

Heath and mallee communities along the track to the lookout now
show dramatic signs of recovery.

generations to come.

as a new burst
of green foliage
extends upwards to
hide it from view.

storage roots
Many Australian plants are equipped
with special storage vessels called
lignotubers.

surviving fire
Many animals are able to shelter from fire
in burrows, in cracks and crevices in rocks,
and by burying themselves in the soil. Other
animals may move into areas that have

These are enlarged sections of root that

already been burnt or areas that may not

contain food (starches) and water, not

burn, such as wet gullies.

unlike a potato.
If the above ground parts of a plant are
destroyed, new growth will sprout from
the lignotuber.

For animals that survive fire, finding food
and shelter is critical. Many animals may die
from starvation in the weeks following a fire.
Fires rarely burn an entire area and unburnt
areas provide refuge for animals after fires..
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The existing site identification and regulatory information at the site
should be consolidated into a single entry sign located at the end of
the sealed surface replacing the current sign there.

Boating Safety Information:
Rocky Valley Storage

RULES TO BE OBSERVED BY OPERATORS OF POWER VESSELS ON THESE WATERS
•

All vessels are subject to regulations set out in the Marine Act 1988

Here at Fishermans Point you are standing on the shores of the major

•

Local Authority – Southern Hydro Ltd

reservoir of the Kiewa Hydroelectric Scheme. The dam was constructed in

•

Prohibited waters are those that:
lie between the dam wall and the red beacons set on the shore

the 1950s to gather rain and snow from the high plains in order to channel

lie between the dam wall and the red buoys and within the line
of buoys at the south west end around take off structure

this through a series of underground power stations further down the

•

Speed restrictions of no more than 5 knots applies as follows:

valley.

within 30 metres of the edge of the shore or other vessels

This site also marks a valuable trackhead for the Heathy Spur Walking

within 30 metres of a person in the water or a fixed or floating
structure

Track that links back from here to the Big River Firetrail. This popular loop

•

No waterskiing is permitted after
sunset or before sunrise.

walk provides spectacular views out over the dam and beyond. It is also
renowned for the floral display available along the walk at the height of
the summer alpine flower season.
Fishermans etc regulatory signage.indd 1
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4.3

WATCHBED CREEK

This minor node functions as a carpark for people embarking on
walks into the northern alpine region of the high plains.
The current location of the gate 1km along the road is confusing
and a lockable bollard system needs to be established in

redundant when bollard
gate moved forward

association with this precinct. This will also help rationalise the
current level of signage on site in terms of wayfinding directional
signage, some of which seems unnecessary. The environmental
sensitivity of the site and the need to avoid further vegetation
damage in the existing vegetated island on site is a major overall
project constraint.
Scope of Works (indicative):
•

Landscape design plan to delineate appropriate car parking &
sign positioning

•
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redundant when bollard
gate moved forward
confusing as Alps Track also is same
as Big River FT to Mt Nelse
Now unnecessary and counter to sense
of the next major location actually being
just 3km up road at Wallaces.

Design Node, Trailhead and Directional signage as appropriate
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4.4

INFORMATION CONTENT: 2 L ARGE DISPL AY PANEL S IN SHELTER E ACH 220 0*120 0mm

COPE HUT CARPARK

Ordinarily this site would constitute a

Given the inclusion of a standard interpretive

significant trackhead requiring a fairly

sign on the Australian Alps walking track

major response in terms of facilities and

already on site here, other signage content

information. Given its inclusion as a pivotal

is limited to the inclusion of some local

location midway along the Wallaces Heritage

commentary on the major roadside entry

Trail and the need to ensure people are not

sign.

distracted to start the walk here rather than
at the proper trackhead at Wallaces Hut

Scope of Works (indicative):
•

carpark, a very low key response is required.

appropriate car parking & sign
positioning

This relates to the provision of parking
and landscape responses including the
replacement of the existing gate for a more
Safety panel 600*1000mm

life in the
alpine zone

Even in summer snow is not uncommon.

well as other visitors by aiming to leave

for 4 months of the year, the leaves of most plants are blocked from direct sunlight and thus

the area as you found it.

unable to photosynthesise all year round.

hilltops in relatively sheltered sites. It avoids places that are

bare protruding rock and rock pavements. The vegetation reflects drainage patterns of water

exposed to strong winds or have waterlogged or stony soils.

and cold air and variations in the soils, topography and degree of exposure.

The main plants found here are tussock grasses and small
herbs growing together to form a continuous ground cover.

The plants here are mostly ground-hugging and reach no more than a metre in height. Soils
are shallow and vary enormously. There are stony lithosols on peaks and ridges, loamy soils

Along the valley bottoms downslope from the herbfields you

on gentle slopes and peats in the low-lying bogs.

often find areas of alpine bog.
This occurs in permanently wet sites hat are generally spring-

The growth and development of each of the plant communities in this harsh, unpredictable

alpine herbfields
and alpine bog

While damage through events like fire, trampling and predation by insects and grazing animals
may occur quickly, recovery can be a long time coming and ecosystems can often prove
difficult to restore. Once the balance is tipped in favour of certain species over others, new
patterns are established that may take decades to reverse – if ever.
When you stop for a moment to think of the constraints and challenges facing plants growing
in these conditions, the spectacular summer time displays of floral splendour in the high
country take on an added dimension to explore and enjoy.

woodlands and rugged alpine summits.
Whatever it is, don’t burn bury or leave

sphagnum moss growing with sedges, rushes and wetland

Excellent map and compass (navigational) skills are vital as

Got to go?
100 paces from water and campsites.

do not replace the need to have and be able to use a map and

Dig 15cm deep and cover well.

compass. Visibility can deteriorate rapidly and without warning,

intertribal business.

making it necessary to navigate between poles!

supply of water that is gradually fed into the river systems

•

well after the snows have melted.

Always ski under control and give way to downhill skiers

Stay on track.

•

Ski only on groomed or marked rails that are within your
Let someone know where you are going and when you
Be sure to carry with you an emergency bivvy bag, spare

Safety checklist

you
are
here

energy food and water

 Take a tent, sleeping bag and fuel stove for overnight camps.

Protect yourself
and the environment
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reach no more than a metre in height.

www.australianalps.deh.gov.au

and the Brindabellas

 Let someone know where you are going before you set off.
 Carry and know how to use a topographic map and compass
 Take wind and waterproof jacket and overpants, woollen (or polarfleece)
jumper, hat and gloves

the summit of Mt Bogong at 1986m.

Call Parks Victoria 131963 or visit

people, places, times and events.

 Wear a sun hat and sturdy shoes / boots with good grip
 Carry sunscreen and insect repellent, a first aid kit and plenty of high

The plants there are mostly ground-hugging and

Australian Alps Walking Track.

the Snowy Mountains

pathways – a shared significance that links
Do not attempt to walk or ski on
Rocky Valley Dam – even if it
appears to be frozen. The ice will
not support your weight.

accommodation. Always carry and sleep in your tent.

elite Australian club.

Rangers can tell you more about the

Walking Track overlies many of these ancient

Heritage places are a link to memories of people and the past. Huts are

Watchbed Creek part of a very exclusive and

beyond, by returning via Wallace Hut.

Aboriginal people. Today the Australian Alps

expect to return.

for emergency shelter only. Enjoy a visit to a hut, but do not use it for

zone starts at around 1750m and extends up to

the high plains to Mount Bogong and

routes, or were guided into the high country by

ability and do not ski alone.
•

continue its long journey north across

Early settlers are known to have followed these

and keep to the left.

ski tip or snowshoes, goggles and whistle.

Here in the Victorian high country the alpine

the Australian Alps Walking Track to

and conduct spiritual, cultural and important

roads and tracks obvious in summer will be covered by snow.
While some snowpole lines exist across the high plains, these

Use a toilet, or take a walk – at least

•

mainland where it is too high for trees to grow.

aqueduct and Rover Chalet. Leave

connecting the Victorian Alps

region. Their journeys were to find food,

Respect heritage.

All this makes the landscapes north of here at

Australian Alps Walking Track to the

formed intricate pathways across this whole

The open, undulating Bogong High Plains boast some of

it’s muddy or dusty.

There are very few places on the Australian

after a visit to Cope Hut follow the

Thousands of years ago Aboriginal ancestors

Winter ski touring

anything.

Whether walking, riding or driving don’t

To walk up to these peaks from the lower reaches of the plains is hence to cross
into a special zone where extensive communities of tall alpine herbfield and tussock
grasslands stand apart from the trees that accompany them at lower altitudes.

Take a short walk …

Carry it in, carry it out.

widen tracks or take shortcuts – even if

Some of the alpine peaks that frame the high plains include Mt McKay (1850m) at the
rear of Falls Creek and Mt Nelse (1882m) just 5km north from here.

such signs across the alps.

towering mountain forests, tranquil snow gum

permitted on Mt Bogong or on any of
its approaches.

heaths.

local waterways as they act as sponges holding a long term

signage as appropriate

through spectacular country: grassy high plains,

quicker and cleaner for you, better
for the bush. Open wood fires are not

Australia’s finest ski touring country.

These areas of bog are of vital importance to the quality of

site is one of a series of 11

remote walking. Along the way the track passes

Use a fuel stove –

fed. Alpine bog and is dominated by hummock forming

environment is slow.

Design Node, Trailhead & Directional

650 kilometres of mountainous and often

Alpine herbfield occurs on well drained slopes and rolling

The alpine zone is a mosaic of heathland, grassland, herbfield and bogs, interspersed by

Walking Track already on

the Australian Alps
Walking Track ...

A clear blue sky can change within minutes
to produce cold, wet, windy weather.

Please respect the traditional
Aboriginal owners and their country as

•

A sign on the Australian Alps

sensitive bollard approach.

The weather on the Bogong High Plains can
change dramatically with very little warning.
Leave no trace.

Life is not easy for plants growing in alpine areas. At this level, where snow cover remains

Landscape design plan to delineate

Amongst them however grow some of our
most spectacular native flowers – Australia’s
alpine flora.
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you
are
here

4.5

MT COPE TRACKHEAD

A feature of the landscaping response at this site is the recommendation to
relocate the first 200m of the track so to have it start immediately adjacent
to the carpark. Beyond this the main precinct location signage can be used to
convey the important walking track details.
Scope of Works (indicative):
•

Landscape design plan to delineate appropriate car parking & sign

positioning
•

Design Node, Directional & Trailhead signage as appropriate

The historic Cope Hut stands at the crossroads of
the Bogong High Plains. For cattle herders and now

Mount Cope Track: 3 km about 1.5 hours return

modern travellers, this is where two important routes
meet – one across the high plains and another along
the spine of the alps.

The rounded hillock of Mount Cope (1837 metres) stands as a guardian overlooking the

Today, these routes have become the Bogong High

southern Bogong High Plains. Wide-ranging views from the summit’s rocky knoll are a rich

Plains Road, which links east and west across the

reward for the relatively short and easy walk.

tops, and the Australian Alps Walking Track, which
traverses the high country from Walhalla nearly to

But don’t start on this walk if the weather is deteriorating. The marked track climbs

Canberra. And they cross paths right here where
you’re standing.

gradually up a grassy spur to the rock outcrops and twisted Snow Gums of the summit,

Who was Cope?

and returns the same way.

The story goes that in 1851 a young Aboriginal man
from the Mitta Mitta valley, by the name of Larnie,

From the top of Mount Cope, a magnificent panorama opens out along the Great Dividing

led Jim Brown and Jack Wells up to the Bogong High

Range. The bare hill-top of Mount Hotham (1868 metres) with its ski village stands out in

Plains. The two stockmen gave names to many of the
peaks, including Mount Jim, Mount Jack and Mount

the distant south-west, highlighting the next main knot of the Victorian Alps. To the north

Baldy. Baldy was later changed to Hotham, and Jack

on a clear day, you’ll be able to spot the distant, broad ridge of Mount Bogong rising over

was renamed Mount Cope after a prominent judge.

the brown tops of Nelse and Spion Kopje, and beyond the Big River valley. At 1986 metres,

The name Cope Hut reflects the buildings location

Bogong is the giant of the Victorian Alps.

just to the north of this prominent high plains peak.
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